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"But since I've taught that bodies of matter, made
Completely solid, hither and thither fly
Forevermore unconquered through all time"
- Lucretius; De rerum natura

The beauty of language resides not within vernacular alone , but within
the articulation of emotion, of thought ... and a voice that resonates
true , causing us, the reader to contemplate our boundaries , our
dreams and our very existence.
The Nature of Things is the theme of this issue deriving from the
submissions themselves , the writing and art expressed within this
issue, regardless of how natural or cadenced grasps our attention as
vivid reflections of our world, our flaws and our aspirations.
And so it is that long-time readers of Folio wi ll first note the new look,
the new treatment of the writing and art insi de. But inside hopefully
remains the same: showcasing Salt Lake Community College's writers
and artists, providing them a platform for being heard . Folio is also
proud to launch our newly developed webs ite as a continuation of our
print magazine and grounds for our new multimedia category.
Folio wou ld like to thank each contributor for your skill and
imagination . Thank you to the Folio staff for you r dedication and
hard work. Thank you, reader, for your appreciation of this creative
collaboration. And lastly but certainly not least, Folio wou ld not be
possible without the guidance of Lisa Bickmore and the continued
support of the English Department and the School of Humanities and
Social Sciences.

Thank you all,
Jake & Casey
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itisautmnn
Sara Jenson

It is autumn.
She is slowly dying,
Breathing shallowly.
I clasp her Cold hands and whisper,
"This is the way I like you best "
Because I know she will be back next year in her
Green dress .
But today she is in a
Cold sweat, a
Cold,
Cold
Sweat
I shi ver and I am happy as she pleads that I remember her
That I remember the co lors
Remember moist earth, thin t shirts , skin on grass and skin on skin
That I remember more of the sun than the
Feeble
Qui vering light which wi ll scarcely illuminate the
Dead months .
I only smile in answer to her petitions.
I close the white door softly and already I start to forget...
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Secret Protest
Jasper Spence
The birds chirp with uncertainty in their wings
always about this time of year - broken jitters;
carried frolicly through the air amongst vagrant trees .
This summer will be hard on them. Their trees, their sacred sanctuary,
which housed their subtle symphonies are now uproot from their beginning.
I wonder if someone mistook these trees for weeds .
Soon they swoon across the buildings like a blotchy overcast
and protest a performance of piccolos against the nuisances of construction.
Surely, this attention requires some dormant permit
Since no soul grasps this my window will stay open.
Out the mangled screen and sleep toward their tender hearts at mid-night
awake with them ; their nests now woven in a cove right above.
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Suzanne Gehring

I lock eyes with myself in the mirror and stare
And I wonder, I wonder who's there,
Staring back through that inner cryptic-distortion
Separating me from myself, searching for the girl
Underneath that hairsprayed makeup-perfection fancy-clothes fac;ade ,
A kaleidoscope of color, my cover for the girl-child left behind
It is too rare a happening that I glimpse her hiding The girl who knows with confidence how to laugh so free,
The girl who can love without fear,
Who knows how to cry and when ,
The girl who never feels safe enough to dwell free inside me.
It is her eyes I catch in the mirror - an ocean,
A sea of glass, shattering with my reflection.
The shards become water, spilling out, over, around , beyond me.
And I'm swallowed up, hopelessly reaching for air.
My eyes turn empty, staring up through the water, the ocean, sightless at her.
Just as my spirit departs from my soul ,
She reaches - that girl-child, grips my soggy wrist
And pulls me from the ocean's depths, up, up, and breaking through to the top
I breathe. And I breathe - my first real breath .
She tells me: keep breathing , you can stop drowning now.
Stop drowning! In the roaring , trouble-tossed sea
And just breathe!
It 's time to start swimming, she whispers.
Swim, breathe , smile breathe , grow-free breathe, cherish every moment
Cry out the painful tears with passion!
Breathe love, breathe laugh , breathe live, breathe life,
Breathe grow - we are one, now, together,
I will stay this time , with you We're safe.
You can stop ju mping into the glass, the mirror, the fac;ade
That ocean of guilt, of misery
From which I caught you drowning.
Again.
Don 't jump next time. Just breathe.
We 're safe, together - I love you. Breathe.
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He catches her often ,
glancing off, away into nothing .
Her eyes ever glazed
thinking and wanting.
He knows she's not his,
not the way she once was .
He knows that it 's over,
but just can't let go.
Oh It 's not out of love ,
no, far, far from that ,
it's out of his evil ; his powerful plot
because she is his, and that 's simply that.
It's out of plain spite.
But try as he might, he can never contain
the thoughts of sweet freedom that roam through her brain .
She 's gone , gone forever,
no, she 's not coming back
she did what she did, it was something he lacked.
She thought that was it ,
but this devil , he's sly.
He'll let her go, but will never say goodbye.
His chains will grasp tighter as he attacks what she needs ,
he 'll take her whole life, he'll ruin her yet
cause a bitch whore like that has no regret .
She thought she could fool him ,
get out from under his thumb ,
but oh that girl gone thinking, boy was she wrong.
Now he's tossing and turning ,
prevailing in his fight
to take down the whore
that ruined his life.
Yes , the devil himself with one evil grin ,
with one vindictive glimmer,
one loveless ever snubbed chin ,
he's awake plotting .
The next thing he 'll try,
to take down the girl
that wants to say goodbye.
Yes Satan is spinning , turning sweet thoughts
while Lucifer tries to untangle her inner locks ,
but one thing , he never can touch
Are the thoughts that she's thinking ,
the thoughts that drive him nuts .
Yes, Lucifer struggles
and Satan too.
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OLDER AND WISER
D. Harbin

When you were young the world was round,
Your feet never hit the ground .
It was all happening for you ,
All you imagined could come true.
Back then the world was black and white,
You knew exactly why you needed to fight.
Justice was swift and assured .
Everyone got their just reward.
Well we're older and wiser now,
We've been taught the wheres the whens the hows.
But what you just noticed today ..
Are all the varying shades of gray.
There is no wrong there is no right,
Only what you can accept,
What can be rationalized ,
What you think you can live with.
Are we really older and wiser now?
Do we really know how ..
To see the world for what it is?
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Kortney Marx

WHY?
do you insist on watching

ME
crumble
beneath
YOUR
feet?
. . .. was the power

WORTH it?
to take something so ... . beautiful
and CRUSH
it
in
YOUR
palm.
tell me .. . was it worth it?

MY
insecurities
got the

BEST
of

ME ...
do YOU

e,1'1,,;_J)r

seeing

ME

',,

at my MOST vulnerable po.int?

CAUTION : you
MIGHT

me.
DIRECTIONS: proceed

CAREFULLY
can YOU do it?
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Have you ever heard people compare life to objects? Chocolate , a
bowl of cherries, other non-edible things? What about a roller coaster?
'Life is like a roller coaster with its ups and downs and twists and
turns. ' That one in particular has been bothering me lately. Personally,
when I ride a roller coaster, I live for the downs . That is where the
excitement, the rush, is found .
In life, downs aren't fun. There is no excitement. There is no crazy
screaming with joy. There is sadness and stress and yes, sometimes
I guess there is screaming, but it is not for fun .
Now, by this point, you're probably thinking I'm some angst ridden
teenager ready to pour out my emotional, young heart about all my
bitter trials. Please , this is so much more than a broken heart and
bad grades .
In fact , I am not even a teenager, I am officially out of my teenage
years, and this story is not a simple tale of emotional drama. It is
terrifying. My 'down ' is not stress or depression. My greatest down
was pure terror. I know, by now you are saying just get on with it.
Fine, I just wanted to make sure you fully understood .
Now, after all that, I am a little embarrassed to say that my story starts
at my boyfriend's apartment wo rking on math , which is on its own, is
a great terror. My super smart boyfriend , Tristan, is a genius in math
and had kindly taken the night to help me study for a math test that
was looming in my near future. He had done what he could and I left
with a kiss.
My apartment was just a few blocks away and the cool fall air had yet
to set in so I walked. I let the math float out of my mind and simply
focused on the kiss .
I had never thought that we were in what could be considered a bad
side of town. It was a bunch of apartment smashed in a small space
and most, if not all, were filled with college students like Tristan and
me. That night changed my mind.
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The apartments were divided by small alleys and fences. This is
starting to become painfully predictable, that was my life - predictable,
happily predictable.
I was passing the last alley when I heard it. It was shockingly loud
in quiet of the night. Just a hit. Something striking something else.
should have walked by, but it surprised me and I glance in to the alley.
The noise came again. I couldn 't see anything; it had been dark for
hours . I walked farther in .
When the sound came again it was followed by a groan. By this
point, I could make out three men standing at the end of the block.
It was another step before I saw the man lying on the ground. He
wasn't moving.
One of the men squatted down and the smacking sound came again
as he landed his fist on the downed man 's face. The man on the
ground slowly turned , as if he was trying to get away from the torture ,
but he moved too slowly and, with a quiet laugh, the men took turns
kicking the man.
I don 't know when they realized I was there. I honestly don't remember
the next couple seconds too much. I might have made a sound of
distress, maybe dropped my math book, it was missing when I made
my flight out of the alley a moment later. Whatever it was , the men
all turned and looked at me. I looked down at the man, once again
silent and not moving , then looked back at the three men. They had all
taken a step closer to me.
Thinking had fled . I had lost all control of my thoughts. Without thinking
I turned and ran. I was wearing flat black shoes and with each step my
purse slammed into my side but I couldn 't think of dropping it.
I tried to dig my cell phone out of my jeans pocket as I ran , but it just
proved to slow me down even more. I had made back to the mouth
of the alley and let out a scream for all I was worth. I guess I wasn't
worth enough. Two steps later I was grabbed. An arm pinned one of
mine to my side and the other was over my mouth , cutting off anything
else that I might have tried to yell.
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I was kicking, flinging out my legs and free arm trying to connect with
the man who held me and the other two that I could sense nearby. I
was successful in a way. I could make contact. Over and over again
I kicked and hit him, scratching at his face , but it didn't seem to faze
him. He didn't say a thing and didn't slow down as he dragged me
back to the end of the alley.
He threw me roughly down to the ground next to the unconscious
man. I let a small whimper escape my lips. I remember that sound
clearly because it was followed by a kick and a slap. I was quiet then.
The three men stared down at me. I could see them better now.
All three wore jeans and dirty hoodies. They were even close to the
same height. Two of them were blond while the other one had dark
hair that in the light looked as if it could have been black. He was the
one with scratches on his face.
They weren't anything remarkable to look at, if I saw them on the
street I would simply think they were students who hadn 't done
laundry in a while. At least until you saw the eyes. They were all
looking down at me as I looked up. Their eyes seemed dead . There
was no spark to say that there was life, or more importantly, mercy,
behind them. I shivered .
One of them gave me one more kick and then they moved away,
unintelligible whispers echoing behind them. I crawled the few paces
to the man . As I touched his swollen and bleeding face, he opened
one of his eyes.
"Who are you?" he whispered to me .
"My name is Sara. Who are you?" The men glanced over at my
words but decided to ignore us , turning back to each other.
"Why are you here?" he asked.
"I was just walking home. Why did they do this?" I asked desperately.
The man gave a small laugh . "I did something stupid. I made a bet
and I lost. Isn't that so typical? It's all about money "
"Are they going to kill you?"
"I don't know. Sorry. You should try to get away while their talking."
I let out a little laugh this time. "Tried and failed. What about you?"
"I'm not going anywhere ," he sighed and closed his eyes . I didn't
think I could feel anymore fear, but a moment of panic shot through
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my heart. Gratefully I watched as his chest continued to rise. They
were still discussing . It looked like they couldn't agree what to do now.
I avoided looking at them , trying to be as quiet as I could, not annoy
them into anything rash.
I shifted positions slightly to face away from their dead eyes . That was
when I felt the pull in my pocket. I hadn 't been able to get my phone
out as I ran and they didn't bother to check me. It was still there . I
shifted positions again slightly, turning my pocket away and as slowly
as I could I reached in to pull out my phone.
I glanced back and saw them still talking. Their indecision could be
my saving grace. I leaned down over the man letting my long brown
hair fall as a wall between us and the men, grateful now that Tristan
had begged me not to cut it.
Quietly as I could I dialed 911. I looked down and saw the man 's eyes
had opened again. There was fear in them.
"Please," I begged , "make it seem as if I'm talking to you ." The man
could merely nod.
"911 . What 's your emergency?" It felt like the words echoed through
the alley. I was sure they had heard and were on their way to pull
the phone away and beat me as they had the man. Even as I braced
myself for pain I whispered a response .
"Please, I was walking home when I saw what looks like mugging . The
men caught me and now they are standing guard over us. I think they
might kill us."
"Ma'am, " the reassuring woman on the other end said. "Can you tell
me where you are? "
"On Travis Road . It's an alley separating The Brookstone Apartments
and the Raleigh Complex."
"We have a unit just minutes from there. What is your name?"
"Sara"
"Good Sara. Are they aware you have a phone?" I thought this
question seemed ludicrous , possible murderers letting me use my
phone to call for help, still I responded in the negative. Though my
panic, I vaguely understood that she was probably trying to keep me
talking any way she could.
"Are you hurt? " the calm voice asked next
"Not really, but the man with me is hurt. He keeps passing out," I
whispered as I saw his eyes close again.
"Is he awake right - "and then it was gone. The pain and ripping I had
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been expecting came. As they grabbed the phone away some of my
hair went with it and it took all I had not cry out. A swift kick followed .
"She had a phone." It was the first time I had clearly heard any of their
voices. Somehow, I found it hard not to laugh. The anger radiated
through the voice, but it didn 't seem to fit the mold I had placed them
in . It was higher, almost like he had yet to go through a change, but he
was clearly too old for that to be the case.
I wondered if I was starting to hallucinate in my shocked and pained
state. Surely, you wouldn't be tempted to laugh at a man that held
your life in his hands . Then he spoke again , "She had a----- phone."
While his voice was still funny the words coming from it took on a
harder edge, amplified by what I guessed was my phone shattering
on the wall. He let out more words that I am to afraid to even put on
paper, let alone repeat aloud.
I had continued looking down at the only living thing on my side. Even
through the triad his eyes stayed closed . I had a feeling without help
soon they weren 't likely to open again .
Looking down came with a price . I wasn't prepared when they
grabbed my hair and pulled me back two feet before throwing my
head down. I was seeing black as shouted words echoed through my
head. "Who did you call? " was screamed over and over again. When
I couldn't answer the question became reinforced with a kick or a
punch. I finally choked out that I had called 911 , the pain now almost
all I could understand. They gave one last harsh kick and they moved
away again.
I didn't move. I don 't know if I could if I had tried, but I was too afraid
for even that. It wasn't long before I could tell they came back. Their
feet surrounded me. I had never felt so frightened before. It is one
thing to read it or watch it on movie, but the terror that feels you in a
moment like this can't be captured in words.
The one , who had spoken , one of the blonds, grabbed me by the arm
and pulled me up. "Congratulations ," he whispered in my ear. "You
just volunteered to be a hostage should the need arise. We could have
left quietly, but you had to make it complicated."
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It was then that two police officers happened to step into the mouth
of the ally. I was swing in front of the man now The other two quickly
fell behind using the small protection I gave. I become aware of a gun
I didn't know the men had . It was placed statically at my head. "Put
the gu n down and step out with your hands up," called a demanding
vo ice. I felt the odd desire laugh again. If the policeman added just a
hint of anger that wou ld be the voice I would have pictured coming out
of my capturer's mouth .
"Let us go. We didn't want to hurt anyone. We just ended up in the
wrong place. We we re trying to help our friend and this chick jumped
us."

"Then you won' t mind putting the gun down so we can get this
straightened out," the policeman answered, not giving his hand one
bit
Another curse word was uttered in my ear. "I didn't think it would be
that easy, but you can't blame a guy for trying. Li sten , I really don't
feel like getting locked up tonight so if you would put your gun down
my friends and I will escort this chick out of here and let her go when
we' re clear."
"You have to know we can't do that ," came the calm reply. I vague ly
wonde red if they had a class about how to talk calmly before they
could become police or 911 operators. That though fled quickly when
I head was pulled roughly back, it happened so fast I let out a gasp.
The police backed up a step.
"Come on now, there's no need for that. You don't wan t to make this
any worse do you? We can see that she had been beaten, there is
another body back there, and you are involved in a standoff with the
police. Roughing her up more won't help. You seem like smart kids.
Just let her go and end this ."
A silence fell as the policeman ended his wo rds . I took some hope in
that. Was it possible they were actually listening? No, the gun went
off then . I screamed. I mean screamed. I was sure I was dead. When
my mind cleared I was n't any more pain than I was before and the
entrance of the alley was now clear. He had shot at the police and
they dove for cover.
"Sara , I want you to listen to me. We have back up on the way. We are
not going to let them take you." The policeman's vo ice echoed around
the corner. He knew my name. I only vaguely remembered that I had
managed to tell the 911 operator and the information must have been
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sent to him and his partner who hadn't said a word.
"Sara, that's a nice name." The voice was in my ear again. "We're
going to have fun together Sara. " I shivered at his words, believing
them stronger than the policeman 's, given the circumstances. I felt
more than helpless by this point.
And then-then things changed. It was so fast , so unexpected , no
one was prepared for what happened next. There was a loud sound
behind us, a thud ; I guess would be a way to describe the startling
noise.
I could feel the indecision in my capturer 's movements and it cost
him. He started to turn around too late. I just managed to see the face
of the man I thought was still unconscious before a bar swung down
crashing roughly on the head of the man holding me. The man fell
heavily, dragging me down with him . I briefly saw the other two men
already on the ground as I fell, momentary impressed that this man
found that kind of strength.
"Sara?" I heard my name croaked, and the man on top of me was
rolled off. I was looking into the damaged face of my liberator.
"Are you alright?"
"Am I alright? " I gasped back. "Are you alright? You weren't moving. "
"Adrenaline can do some amazing things ." It was then the police
officers ran up. They had quickly handcuffed the men and came to
help us out of the enclosed alley.
The next few minutes passed so quickly it made the rest seem like a
dream. If not for the pain and shock I would have believe it was just
that.
We were questioned until the ambulance arrived. It was then that I
finally was able to learn the man's name. Eric. Eric Foster. The man
who made a mistake and gotten us both in trouble but had also gotten
us both out.
I only saw him once more after we were loaded in the ambulances , at
the trial. I meant to thank him and know him . Maybe help him , but we
were on different paths . The men were all sent away for a few years.
All of them had records.
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My time in the alley seemed to last forever, everything that came after
the bar crashed down happened in the blink of an eye. It has been a
year since that night now. I still get twinges of pain in my chest from
my four cracked ribs and have the occasional nightmare, but I have
moved past the worst. Tristan and I are engaged and I did manage to
pass that math test.
You're probably wondering why I wou ld tell such a story. Happy
ending? I do love those. To prove that life is like a rollercoaster is a
crock? Sure. But really I learned something that night. Life is precious.
I know, moral of the story. I used to roll my eyes too , but really, you
don't know what is going to happen. Live life to the fullest and enjoy
it with those you love. And finally, no matter how safe you think it is ,
avoid dark alleys.
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Joel,
You are in fact qu i te fascinating yet you remind me
of a polish immigrant wit h a certain handicap that I
can't quite place my finger on. I can however deduce that
his impediment was aggressively confined to his mental
capacity and it is in his sha l low cerebral cortex that
I find you similar.
I, On t he other hand, possessing nature's sweet
grace, you will find nothing of yourself but contras t .
My captivating inte ll ig ence and a clad of iron fortitude
has been woven into my deoxyribonucleic acid by the very
hand and needle of Demeter. Before I leave behind th is
paragraph, I mus t re l uctant l y out of obligation and duty
t o historians across t his great wor ld rest ing on my good
friend At l as' shoulders, men t ion the aesthe t ic allure
and eye-- ~ appeal of my shape and stature. It has been
said that the hand of the late Michelangelo Himself has
ch i se l ed my corpse. I regret to inform all that I have
to debunk this fantas t ic tale ; it i s an insu lt to my
father Zeus. Furthermore, my grandeur of physical
physique emits brilliant waves of light deliver i ng
exhausting pleasure to all that behold my corpus be l lus.
I am like a ka l eidoscope of beauty exhibiting infinite
shapes of st imu l ating endorphins with each turn of the
cylinder.
I have to smirk as I splash th is paper with scholas t ic
wisdom not seen or heard of since the dialogues of Plato's
academy. This brief adolescent encounter has had the
innocent charm of a child first introduced to the college
of metaphysics. In fact I am reminded of a fla t te ring bloke
by the name of Dalai Lama who took great pain, laboring
for years to scale t he highest snow capped peaks where I
had been meditating humanities conundrums, all just to
touch the c lo th of my Egyptian shroud. He said his task
wou l d enable him to transcend, and that it did. His peers
now respect him for his parabo l ic wisdom.
I admit that I have been cheap l y entertained by our
correspondence, but I regret that I have to avoid any
habit of this nature. Your written compan i onship wi ll only
decay my existence.
Sincerely,
J.

Arrogant Correspondence
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Jarecl Hawker

Karl Geiger

Hmm ..
They 're watching ,
Looking ,
Staring
Isn 't it odd I thought so

I Remember
Marah Rohovit

I remember.
I don't remember him.
I remember the sme ll of pine trees and
the vo ice of the river as it flowed over
the grani te stones beneath the covered bridge,
onto the banks of singing bluebells .
I remember the breath leaving my body
as he entered my soul seeking my heart
with unimagined invitation of attent ion and love.
I remember fields of sunflowers and lavender
and the sound of my ch il d's voice in echoes
of laughter from the great halls of my past.
I remember the gaze in his emerald eyes
as he spoke the words of his nati ve tongue ,
born in the womb of his mother 's heart.
I remember his swagger and his loins
bursting with promise of virgin pleasure.
his hair softy tossed across hi s forehead
and his li ps shined wi th honey seducing me
into white hot desire.
I remember the shock and taste of salty tears
when he fled before the dawn. And the sun fell
and so th e moon , and so my body.
and it laid on the grass in the woods next to the wo lf
and th e darkness gave way to more darkness ,
and I was unborn .
I remember.
I don't remember him.
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WITS,

EN10

A A. B O N M, C C 0' Y

Dresden sat in his car outside the convenience store staring at the
sign advertising "Country Style Tacos " in the window. Someone
had blacked out the "o" in Country, creating a crude play on words.
Beads of perspiration poked out on Dresden 's forehead and neck
as he contemplated the task ahead. He thought he had steeled
himself enough for this over the past three days of contemplation ,
but his nerves betrayed him , triggering his pores to squeeze out
droplets of perspiration . It didn't help that the a/c in the car had
long since stopped working. He grabbed one of the neon dice
hanging on his mirror and used it to wipe the sweat away. His
stomach churned and he salivated at the thought of the food he
would be able to buy when this was done. He hadn't eaten for
three days, leaving the last of the meager scraps at home to his
crippled wife and four year old daughter. He had been laid off a
year ago, unemployme nt had run out, and of the hundreds of jobs
he had applied to , none seemed to be hiring. The final eviction
notice had been posted on the door to his shack of an apartment
three days previous , and they had been living without electricity
the past month. The internal torment of not being able to provide
for his family was threatening to overwhelm him .
The skeleton head on a spring attached to the dash bounced
back and forth , taunting him , telling him to get on with it. He
glanced over at the 9 millimeter on the passenger's seat. It
gleamed brightly against the compilation of dark upholstery
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and stains from who-knew-what He had found the piece in a
dumpster behind his apartment building not long ago, wondering in his
naivety why someone would toss such a thing in the garbage. He had
lifted it out, cleaned it off, and stuck it under his mattress , thinking of
an added sense of security in the low income dump into which he had
been forced to move. This night, he had pulled out the clip and left it in
its hiding place-this was not a murder mission. He rested his gloved
hand on it now, closing his eyes and breathing deeply, as if siphoning
courage from the gun. His foot tapped lightly against the jagged brake
pedal, broken from lack of attention at high speed and being set upon
with the strength of two highly-panicked feet Dresden opened his
eyes and watched as two teenagers-the last customers currently in
the store-exited the building . He slid the 9 millimeter into the back of
his pants and pulled the mask down over his face . It was time.
Patrick turned back to the mess of boxes as the two kids left the store.
The person on the shift prior had walked out the door immediately
following Patrick's arrival, leaving him with unstacked deliveries that
should've been put away hours ago. He wasn 't even supposed to
be here tonight He had received an urgent call from the out-of-town
manager informing him the other night shift employee had called in
sick and he had no one else to take his place. Patrick quipped and
quarreled but finally gave in. He did need the extra money. He just
hated pulling up the slack of the other shit-for-brains employees on
a constant basis.
He started pulling the merchandise from boxes and stocking the
shelves. As he made his way toward the refrigerated area, his nose
picked up a sour twang. He started sniffing the air, looking remarkably
like a bloodhound on the trail of a scent The smell grew stronger and
permeated into his mouth as he got to the cooler containing the milk.
You gotta be fucking kidding me, Patrick cursed in his head. One of
the idiots from last night had failed to distinguish between the marked
containers in the back filled with gasoline (for the back-up generator)
and refrigeration coolant, and the former had been pumped into the
machinery. There had been a note on the cash register for the morning shift to call an emergency repairman for the broken refrigeration
unit Apparently they had thought their station above this task as well.
The entire dairy section was ruined. As he contemplated the task of
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disposing of the useless liquid, the chime sounded as someone entered
the store. "I'll be right upl" Patrick called.
Dresden almost turned around at the sound of the voice. His nerves were
firing at ten times their normal rate , increasing the river of sweat already
running down his back. Everything in him was telling him to abandon
this absurdity, but then an image of his wife and daughter wasting away
flashed across his vision, and he mentally flicked his conscience away
and solidified his resolve. His family would have food tonight if it killed
him. He pulled the gun from his pants and stepped quietly around the
boxes on the floor as he made his way to the back where the voice had
originated. He came upon the clerk bent over in front of one of the
coolers. Dresden pressed the end of the gun against the man's neck.
Patrick felt the cool metal of the barrel contact the nape of his neck and
knew exactly what was happening . Panic flashed through him as he
looked up at the reflection in the cooler door. The man was adorned
in black, including the mask through which only his eyes and mouth
were visible.
"Get up!" the man insisted harshly. Patrick 's body was in shock and
wouldn 't respond , though he was more than willing to comply with the
man's demand . "Are we going to have a problem here?" the man asked
in irritation when Patrick didn't move.
"N-n-n-no. No problems ," stammered Patrick. There! His limbs finally
responded to his brain's request and he rose slowly, the gun not moving
from its resting place at the base of his skull.
"Good. Now slowly make your way to the front behind the counter.
No funny business."
Patrick inched his way forward , afraid to move too quickly lest he anger
the gunman . Well isn 't this the topper on the cake , he thought What the
hell am I supposed to do now? As he approached the counter, gunman
directly on his heels , he suddenly recalled the silent alarm that had been
installed last month. The button was directly under the cash register. If he
could only somehow get his hand under there without the man seeing ..
Dresden felt like he was observing himself from outside his body. He
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watched as he grabbed a bag from behind the counter and shoved it
in the clerk 's face . "Open the register and put it all in the bag!" Was
that really his voice?
The clerk did as ordered with trembling hands. Dresden grabbed the
bags with his free hand and then slammed the till shut , only to see
too late the clerk's hand sliding out from under the register. "What the
fuck are you doing?!" He screamed , but he knew already what was
done. He had to get out of there ... now! He spun away from the clerk
and made a rush for the doors, but he had forgotten the boxes on the
floor in his haste and his arms flailed as he crashed to the floor, the
bag of money flying out of his hand. Patrick made a quick decision.
He couldn't let this bastard get away before the cops arrived-supposing the alarm had even been installed correctly. He dove on
top of the downed gunman , sliding his arm around the man 's throat ,
attempting to render him unconscious. But the man was fueled by
adrenaline and pulled Patrick 's arm away with ease and spun onto his
back so they were now face to face. Thinking quickly, Patrick pinned
the arm holding the gun against the man's leg as the man struggled
to push him off with his free hand. The man found some leverage and
bucked his hips , causing them to roll over so the man was now on
top, but Patrick kept the momentum going and they rolled across the
floor, finally crashing against a stand holding the display of donuts.
Donuts fell precipitously around them as they continued their struggle.
Finally, Patrick was able to get the man 's hand still holding the gun out
to the side, and he lifted it up and slammed it against the stained tile
with all the force he could muster. The man 's grip loosened slightly,
but still held. He started slamming the wrist with the frenzy of a rabid
dog, but the man had a grip on it like that of a snake coiled around
its prey. Just as Patrick felt his muscles weakening, the gun jumped
out of the hand and bounced out of reach . As he inwardly sighed
in relief, he failed to see the fist hurtling in from the other side. His
neck cracked as his head was knocked off-center by what felt like a
hammer to the jaw. Bright dots-like on a TV with no reception-filled
his vision as the blow toppled him off the masked intruder. The wail of
sirens rose with his distress.
Dresden tried to scramble to his feet as blue and red flashed through
the store windows, but the roll into the donut display had forced most
of the air from his lungs and his legs seemed to be less than
functional . He managed to get to his hands and knees and started
crawling through the confectionary mess toward the gun . His
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fingertips were inches away when a foot connected with his ribs and
the air was once more exhumed from his body. As he crumpled back
to the floor, he caught sight of uniformed figures at the doors. His lips
formed the word "Shit," but no sound accompanied the expletive.
Patrick 's head was still ringing as he stood over the man . He turned
toward the doors through which four police officers had entered with
weapons pulled. "Thank God you guys are finally here! " Patrick
cried in relief. He started to step away from the black-garbed form
curled up on the floor and caught sight of the gun still near the man.
He stopped and kicked it down the aisle away from the man and
himself. The gun spun as it slid over the floor, intermittently flashing
as it caught the overhead light just right in the gleaming metal. It
smacked the bottom of one of the shelving units , striking the hammer
on the back of the gun with enough force to snap it back then slam
back into place. A cacophonous boom resounded within the confines
of the store as a bullet tore out of the chamber. It shattered through
the glass of the dairy cooler, zipped through a jug of sour milk,
and lodged itself deep into the broken refrigeration unit, sending
out sparks as it displaced metal. The last thing Patrick saw before
unconsciousness was dozens of rotten dairy products hurtling toward
him ahead of a wall of flames as he was thrown back against the
counter. Then the world melted away.
Dresden clapped his hands over his ears as a concussion wave from
the explosion pounded his eardrums. How could I have forgotten to
check the chamber?! He internally berated himself. Still on the floor,
he felt a searing heat wave against his back, enough force to send
him sliding into the already fallen clerk. He covered his face and head
as debris pummeled down on him . At last, everything was quiet.
Dresden pushed himself up from the pile of what appeared to be little
pieces of every part of the store that had landed on top of him. He
slowly brushed himself off and glanced down to see if he was injured
in any way. As he examined himself, he saw the clerk off to the side,
partially encased in another pile of rubble, eyes closed, residual
flames from the blast dancing on the sleeve of his shirt. Dresden
rushed over and put the flames out with his gloved hands. He leaned
over and put his cheek over the clerk's mouth and felt the brush of
his breath. Relief was hed over him-he wasn't here to have a corpse
on his hands. As he stood back up, he noticed something sticking
out from under the clerk's head. He reached down and pulled on it.
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He couldn't believe it-it was the bag containing the money, bag and
contents unscathed .
As quickly as he could , through the wanton destruction around him ,
Dresden made a check to see if any policemen would be shooting him
in the back as he made his exit, but they were all down from the blast,
buried in the rubble throughout the store.
His way out now unhindered by the possibility of a bullet in his scapula ,
he shoved his way to the front of the store and stepped through the door
where the glass had been and hopped into his car. As he maneuvered
around the still-flashing police cruisers , his stomach twisted and flipped
as he contemplated the myriad possibilities of the food he'd be eating
with his family within the hour.
A face blurred , then slowly came into focus as Patrick entered back into
consciousness. He was on a stretcher, both arms bandaged for the
burns he had sustained , one arm in a splint due to a break from some
part of a display case landing on it. His teeth smacked together as a
swell of pain washed through his body. When it finally subsided enough
to focus again , he looked at his surroundings. Firemen, policemen , and
medical personnel swarmed through the wreckage of the store. While
the building still stood , the inside looked like a tornado had used it for a
play-pen. He saw two of the policemen who initially responded to the
call standing off to the side , uniforms in tatters , only having acquired
minor cuts and burns. He saw the other two on stretchers being lifted
into an ambulance, their eyes still closed . As two other EMTs came over
to lift him into another ambulance, Patrick closed his eyes and quietly
relished the time off he'd be getting form this hell-hole.
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f\Y Gft.ANDAAS NAAE WAS DorE
Elizabeth Ellis Allen

I hated my grandma. I know this sounds mean and preposterous;
nobody hates their grandma . But I did . I hadn't always. When I was a
child , I loved her when I talked to her on the phone three times a year.
I praised her gift giving abilities around Christmas time . I cashed the
ten dollar check she sent along with a birthday card to me every year.
But I didn't have any re al connection to her. She rarely visited. And
when she did, it was a tumultuous invasion that didn't subside until
she backed out of our drive way whe n her visit was over.
My hatred of her didn't suddenly exist; it grew gradually over years.
All people have a built-in sense of forgiveness and loyalty, we're
born with it. But as we get older and are able to compare, say
grandparents, to other grandparents and how grandparents are
suppose to behave and how we're suppose to feel about them and
about how th ey are suppose to feel about us , our automatic loyalty
crumbles. It is as if a bit of your eagerness to forgive starts to gnaw
at you , inward ly, until finally it completely devours itself, swallowing
you whole. Every time you are told you are not good enough , or smart
enough, or that you wou ld make a more attractive boy than you do a
girl , something inside you breaks. And you are left with tiny, little pin
pricks in your soul leaving you wounded. Then you can't love your
grandma any more.
The most loveab le aspect about my grandma was her initials . They
spelled out Dope: Dorothy Otha Perry Ellis. It 's easy to assume that
with initials like these , she wou ld somehow embody its characteristics.
She did not. Actually she was exactly opposite of being "Dopey".
If she we re one of the seven dwarfs she could have been
"Distinguished " dwarf, or "Stern" dwarf, and perhaps "Constrained"
dwarf, but never, ever "Dopey."
This was the grandma of my childhood ; Grandma Ellis , this is how
she had always been , that is until her brain was ravaged with a cell
destroying illness. Early in her 80 's, she was diagnosed as having
Dementia with Alzheimer's , and a new woma n emerged. This new
grandma, designated as Grandma Dorothy, was kinder and gentler,
at times. At other times she altered into a spiteful , 5'1" osteoporotic
terrorist. Despite her erratic personality her sickness caused , I liked
her better demented .
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Grandma Ellis , as known to me growing up, was a meticulous woman
who ironed both , her tablecloths and coordinating napkins . She wore
soft pinks and pastel violets and topped her ensembles with long
flowing silk scarves. She matched her handbags to her shoes and her
face was neve r seen wi thout lipstick.
Grandma Ellis only did her hair once a week at a Salon she had been
going to for over two decades. She regularly dyed her hair, a copper
tint and shellacked it with hairspray. Her hair smelled of lavender,
resembled spun fiberglass and it never moved. She doused herself in
almond bark and rosewood perfume. Grandma Ellis gave hugs only
upon arriving and again upon leaving , and kisses on the brow would
have been viewed as ludicrous .
Some of my grandma's severity could have been caused by her own
childhood . She was born in 1922, right before the Great Depression,
in Arizona. She was the eighth child of eleven. In 1930 when little
Dorothy was eight years old, her oldest brother, her father, and her
youngest sister all died within months of each other. The rest of the
children we re left in the care of a depressed and at times catatonic
mother. For the remainder of my grandma's life she was drawn to the
fantasy of being taken care of by a Prince Charming. In her eyes , any
man fit this description .
When my grandma was seventeen years old , she eloped wi th my
grandpa, Oris Ellis. No one knows what the relationship was before
they wedded . I heard once that young Dorothy knew Oris worked in
his father 's mercantile store and therefore he rarely attended high
school. Sometimes , the story changed that she had always had a
crush on the young stock boy. My mom told me the Ellis' never owned
or ran a store and were extremely poor. The Ellis posterity emigrated
from Arkansas and we re cherry pickers. I suppose anyone who had
a job post-the Great Depression , was considered well off. Whatever
the truth , grandma ran away with Oris during her high school English
class, after receiving a note that read , "If you want to marry me, meet
me in the parking lot." Oris brought his older brother, while Dorothy
dragged along one of her best friends to witness the cere mony.
After the newlyweds said their "I dos ", they each went home to their
parents and didn't tell anyone what they had done. The two took turns
sneaking into each other 's bedrooms during the night , and wou ld
sneak back out the next morning before sunrise. Their secret marriage
went on for five months , until they finally graduated from high school.
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My grandparents were married for fifty years , until Oris' death in 1991.
While her husband , Oris was fighting in WWII (he was assigned to be
a sniper; his slight frame gave him the ability to fit into unseen places) ,
Grandma moved in with her older sister Erma and family. Dorothy
and Erma were bitter rivals. Each claimed they were the "prettiest"
of all their sisters. They were the Gabor sisters before there were the
Gabor sisters . While living with Erma, my grandma earned her keep by
carting a Radio Flyer wagon from house to house taking in laundry.
I am not sure how much of these stories are true . Grandma had a
habit of spinning truths into tales. I do know she had two sons, my
uncle Jim and my dad , Gerald (Jerry). They were twenty-two months
apart I know she had always wished for a girl but got my dad instead.
The baby girl she had hoped for, Geraldine, was promptly changed
to Gerald when a baby boy, not a baby girl was born ; Gerald , my
father, the boy that was never wanted (this led to me and my siblings ,
all eight of us, superfluous by proxy.) Soon after my dad was born,
Dorothy underwent an emergency hysterectomy. The dream of her
baby daughter was destroyed, but not the longing for her.
The stories my grandma told often resulted in her as the beautiful
heroine. She boasted about her independence, yet couldn 't bear
being without a man. Two years after my grandpa died , Grandma
Ellis moved in with my parents. Two years following that , the
relationship between my parents and my grandmother wore thin
and my grandma moved on. She decided to marry again . His name
was Sven Odegaard , a Norwegian widower in his late eighties. They
married under the basketball hoop of my parent's Sports Court The
newlyweds decided it would be nice to live in an RV and travel to
exotic places such as Mesa, Arizona and Seattle, Washington.
After she married, grandma disappeared almost immediately from
our lives, sending my parents occasional postcards. In one letter
grandma informed them that she had surgery on her foot, but was
well recovered, and that Sven had died and could my dad come and
get her? Each postcard seemed stranger than the last But my dad
brought her back to live with them.
I should have realized something by the change in my grandma, from
the woman she was when married to Oris , to the woman she morphed
into while being with Sven. I should have suspected her deteriorating
mannerisms and personality. I didn't. No one did. It was assumed the
memory loss, and increased inability to control her emotions was due
to her advancing age. I noticed a stark difference between her two
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personas , but assumed them to be connected to whom she was
married to.
The second time my grandma moved in with my parents she did it with
unruly curly hair, thatched in grey and white. Grandma has grey hair?
Grandma has naturally curly hair? What was most intriguing was that
grandma didn 't match anymore. Her fastidiousness had evaporated.
Her pink and purple dress suits were now light weight track suits ,
printed with large blue and red Hawaiian flowers . She wore orthopedic
sandals with socks and never wore makeup. She had become,
Grandma Dorothy.
Grandma Dorothy smiled a lot. She gave random hugs and often
unsolicited compliments . Sometimes , Grandma Dorothy got confused
and couldn't remember where she lived. She had an amazing ability to
escape the worried and watchful eyes of my parents. Finally, my mom
and dad took her to a doctor. The diagnosis was that Grandma Dorothy
was suffering from Dementia with Alzheimer's .
A little while after Grandma had been living in a semi-assisted living
facility, my devoted father noted her further deterioration. She couldn 't
remember time anymore; like morning-time and evening-time or like
meal-time and bath-time. Finally, my dad consented to moving her to
an aro und-the-clock care retirement home.
Sometime at the end of December, the great magician and escape
artist inside my cloud-minded grandma took her outside her retirement
home. She slipped on black ice and broke her number two vertebrate.
The doctor called it "the Christopher Reeve break." Although she
could still move around with a broken neck, it was hanging by a single
tendon. I envisioned her sneezing and her head popping off. The next
diagnosis was that she was terminal . My grandma was given one day,
one week, or perhaps only one month to live.
I went to visit her, predicting it would be my final time seeing her. My
dad introduced me and my husband to her. She smiled shyly and
blushed . Her bright blue eyes probed our faces. She was probably
used to seeing strangers. With a life time of distain and reproach for
her, I didn't know what to say or how to act. So, I crawled up on her
bed and lay next to her. Mechanically, I transformed into a mommy. I
talked to her softly. I patted her head and rubbed ci rcled shapes on her
back. She snuggled into me; I stifled the urge to run.
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Grandma asked me my name again. I told her. She cupped her hands
around her mouth and told me she had to "pee". My dad and my husband
left to find someone to help her use the bathroom. I continued to lie next
to my grandma and stroked her matted hair. I talked about Seattle. I told
her I remember Seattle as being three colors; white because of the clouds
and the sails on the boats , blue because of the Puget Sound, and green
because of the pine trees. "Yes! Yes!" she whispered .
She told me I was her favorite nurse. I wasn 't a nurse, but I'd never been
her favorite anything , before. I told her about the day she ran away with
my Grandpa Ellis and got married. She blushed and whispered , "Yes! Yes!"
Sooner than I had expected, visiting hours were over and it was time to
leave. I kissed my Grandma Dorothy on her brow. I hugged her gently
around her neck brace and said goodbye. I left my grandma having no
regrets that day. Somehow this small, frail little person she had become
was strong enough to break down my walls.
On Saturday, January 23 , 2010, Dorothy Otha Perry Ellis Odegaard died
at 10:30 in the morning . I didn't cry.
A week after her funeral, I went back to the retirement home. I was
helping to pack up her meager belongings . She had boxes upon boxes
in her closet and under her bed. Her room still smelled of rosewood and
almond bark. Two of my sisters were there helping as well. We started
picking through each box and discovered that my grandma never threw
anything away: every letter, every card , every misshapen Crayola portrait
of ourselves and macaroni depiction, they were all there . She had kept it
all. In one undisturbed carton I stumbled across a laminated book I had
written when I was in second grade. It was donned in a shiny pink cover
and spiral-bound in black plastic. I had forgotten I had even written it, let
alone sent it to her.
In another box I found a drawing . I had drawn it during a particular
terrible vacation at her house. On the back of the sketch she had
scrawled , "By Elizabeth" in her perfect penmanship. I knew my grandma
liked to collect things, but I had thought her treasures consisted of
China, pearls and diamonds . I didn't know she had a deeper sense of
sentimentality.
I remember the last time I had seen my grandma. She was so small, so
fragile , and so lost. I wonder if she too , in this altered state, went through
her drawers and read the backs of photographs. Did they mean anything
to her? Did she remember the life she lived, now disembodied and as
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fragmented as a jigsaw puzzle? For the first time in my life a sliver of
forgiveness filled a hole in my heart. Regret and resentment didn't
seem so important anymore. Finally, after all this time I learned to
love my grandma Dope for the person she was. I hope she knew that.
Maybe she knows it now.

Liberty Batmobile Anneke Y Wilson
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Flames
Jacob Mark Meyers

They dance for me ..
They know the feel of my
Eyes upon their flesh
And they dance for me.
Who are they?
Who are these witches
these, these enchantresses?
Why do they not cover
their bodies? Why?
Why do they Dance?
They dance ..
The dance .. .
The dance is uncontained.
It is smooth and jolting,
soft and piercing.
It jumps and crawls ,
flips and rowels.
It is skin against skin ,
and blade against blade.
And
They dance for Me ...

A)[]rn J[
Emma Ware

In the silent night, something began .
A glance outside ,
A smile coming through ,
a moment of flooding memories .
This is the time , the time to see.

Was I smart , was I wise?
Wasl~nd,waslgood?
Was I selfish , was I cruel?
Was I a cause of happiness?
Was I a cause of sorrow?
Was I the fullest I could be?
Was I pleased with what I was?

These memories fly by.
These memories stir something inside.
All I did created who I am.
Am I smart , am I wise?
Am I kind , am I good?
Am I selfish, am I cruel?
Am I a cause of happiness?
Am I a cause of sorrow?
Am I the fullest I can be?
Am I pleased with what I've become?
These thoughts fly by.
These reflections stir something inside.
All I am is here by my side.
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ot that word -dead. Not y

ump.

Marah Rohovil

Twisted fragments of metal and shards of glass
Embedded in broken dreams,
Whispered by Sparrows
Trying to remember their beginning before their end.
Th e sky
Tumbled to earth and fell upon the face of my child.
Raised with the sun,
My heart lays with the lamb.
In side of it, it lies in peaceful remembrance
of
The breath
That was breathed into my soul before it left.
Flying above Cinnabar,
I smell the smoke of burning cypress ,
Lavender fades to grey and blue birds become ravens
With wing spans ten thousand strong.
Cradled beneath their wings ,
Soaring above the Springs of Marah ,
Just below the ark,
I kiss th e mouth of the lion and find refuge in its bite.
The breath returns to my soul and
The embers of Cinnabar are quieted by song.
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Opium
John Rueben Wolsey

Ah darling I see those Van Gogh swirls in your dizzied eyes
and I myself circle around this life on the line.
I see the wobble of the antique glass,
and you, my ultraviolet, plunging and careening
with crumbled words and promises past
Precious love not knowing or being
lost in a gray white enchantress
numb to fears and all the cries she hears
stumbling through half epiphanies like deaf drunken dancers
steered well clear of the obvious answers.
She's mute in her mind , an anxious story to tell
my swollen eyed mistress in her opium shell.

The Void
Anthony Alzayyat

"The souls consumed by liquid ... The blood drifts in the wake , as the tide
comes in to wash my life away.
My heart pumps the time; entity intertwined with persistence of the mind.
I am traced ; phantasmagoric, spliced reality overlapped with space.
My body erased.
An elapsed outline transparent to fate."
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hl!mg T~th
Christopher Rothschild

For some reason , I didn't find it funny. She was laughing , because of
course; ha-ha it was a huge joke.
The joke: What do you get when you bringNo, that would be sarcasm. She didn 't like sarcasm.
At the moment I didn't feel very sarcastic either.
I have seen it before, her joke that is; it was used a million times a
day on TV I watched how red would make a small bubble then broke
under its own weight, slide down , and hit another bubble .
Her arms were held out on a slight angle towards me, not full on
zombie arms, just arms keeping just enough to not stain her clothing .
She was wearing her favorite orange shirt. She'd want to keep that
red-less.
Don 't most books describe blood as crimson? I didn 't know. I hadn 't
done much reading lately. I didn 't have time . I didn't have the focus .
Lines , crimson , were on both forearms and there were a lot of them .
She must 've just started slashing back and forth without even
thinking.
As for her laughing , she was probably as high as a kite on
endorphins. I knew what it felt like, I slashed too. Honestly, it felt good;
it gave you a sense of power, a burst of energy. Like jumping into cold
water. That 's how Celeste described it. Celeste ... Celeste wasn't the girl
standing in front of me with the slowly sliding crimson. This was Tera ,
my significant other, my best friend, my .. girlfriend.
The first action I finally did besides stare was to take the razor
blade from her right hand. I slid past her to get into her room of her
apartment. I placed the blade on her light-tan dresser. On the top, a
black framed, photograph of us together, smiling , she was attempting
to cover her face , I was laughing . This was taken on the college
campus; I could see the library in the background . I turned back to
Tera. I felt as if I was watching a movie. This wasn 't me, this didn't
happen. It was . It is.
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I grabbed a paper tissue box, and started snatching out white , making
a handful in a couple of seconds. I covered her arms and the crimson
quickly absorbed. Hopefully she didn't slash anything vital. Unlikely,
I doubt she got deep enough, and the amount of crimson didn't
indicate any major leakage.
"What the fuck!?" I finally spoke.
"Fuck " was my favorite swear word. I didn't really say any other ones
if I could avoid it. She shrugged, smiling. A chill slid down my back.
Casual and crazy.
Work. I worked in a dimly-lit bakery. It was a depressing place to work.
It was empty and dirty with sickly yellow stains on the walls. All the
bakers went home to sleep for the day while I cleaned up the bakery
in the evening . I was there for three hours a day. That was it. That 's all
it took to do my duties as a glorified dishwasher.
I was in the store, but I was separated from the rest of the world in my
little realm with a stained wall that used to be white. I faced the three
large adjoining sinks. They had some grime built up on them. I didn't
bother to try and scrape this off. I turned on the single faucet, pouring
scalding water into the first sink. The sink used for putting the regular
dish soap in . I poured a healthy amount of green generic liquid soap
into the slowly filling sink, and left it. I went over to a stainless steel
counter where I put my shoulder bag , and sat down. I picked up my
cell phone - one new message.
I opened the phone. From : Tera. I ignored this . It was probably just
another stupid quote from Two and a Half Men. She watched that
show all the time ; worshiped it, quoted it. I wrote a text to Celeste.
How are you today?
The sink was nearly full , and I started on the second sink, this one I
filled with bleach. My nose wrinkled at the smell of the bleach. I hated
bleach, yet it was necessary to make sure the cooking instruments
were clean. Maybe this entire time with Tera was like being soaked
in bleach. It burned and hurt at times, but I did love her enough to
endure it.
Do you? Do you really?
Yes. I told my inner doubtful voice. She loves me, she takes care
of me and no other girl wou ld . And as Tera reminded me , I was too
sarcastic and cynical for any other girl to ever love me. She was my
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only hope of never being alone in the world. I went back to the counter,
where I had one new text.
"Good", Celeste said in one word.
I hated when people only replied in one word. It made you feel like they
didn 't even want to talk to you. Maybe she didn 't, probably not.
I stopped the water in the second sink and started filling the third.
The third was my favorite as far as washing dishes go. I filled this sink
with comfortably warm water, and poured in a pink solution . It smelled
pleasant, smelling faintly of a flower whose name I couldn 't place. I
continued working ; doing the same tasks I did three or four times every
single week. Wash dishes , sweep floors , put away the sweet pastries I
had lost taste for, and then mop.
Doubts and broken thoughts jangled around my head like shattered
glass . I let my head run on overdrive while I was in the bakery. If I
focused on the reality of this dead-end job, it would inevitably slide
me into suicide. Halfway through my tasks , I went over to my shoulder
bag. I needed a boost. I took out a silver razor blade , and went to the
restroom .
The restroom wasn 't any better than the bakery. The garbage was
overflowing with toilet paper, and one of the lights overhead flickered.
I sat on the toilet and unzipped my pants, pulling them down to reveal
my thigh. I slowly pressed the tip of the silver to the skin of the top of
my leg. A shiver of anticipation surged through me. As always , I had to
gather up the courage to actually break skin . A test. Part of me said I
just shouldn 't, it wasn 't what a normal healthy human did , but the other
part of me said I would be a coward if I didn 't. Of course , I listened to
the latter voice.
I leaped into the freezing water. The first slash was quick, a fluid motion
along with a draw of breath. Pain , sweet pain , something else to focus
on. The cut wasn 't very deep. This made me want to top it, so the
second slash ; I pressed the blade into my skin , and went slower, cutting
only as far as I dared , maybe a few millimeters deep. This caused more
excitement. I reveled in the rush of energy and power. This revealed
more crimson , and even started running down my leg . I made one last
cut to stay consistent. I tried to always slash in threes.
I walked to Tera's apartment slowly, trying to enjoy the time I finally had
alone. At home I liked to spend time alone , just to relax , but with Tera ..
well, she needed me. I had to spend time with her or it would put her
in a slump. A slump meant slashing . I couldn 't allow that. If she cut
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anything vital, it would be all my fault. She relied on me to keep her manic
depression in check. I myself had dysthymia, a milder form of clinical
depression , but lasted longer. The blind comforting the blind . Tera had
me to support her. Who did I have?
I got to Tera's apartment, walked in , and went upstairs into her room. Her
room was small , had white walls , walls covered in shadows as she kept
the curtains closed. Her room was bare; she only brought one box when
she moved in , the essentials. She was sitting on her floor, listening to
heavy metal. When I entered, she smiled, stood up and gave me a light
kiss.
"How was work? " She asked sincerely.
I shrugged. "The same ."
At night we slept in the same bed. I tried to go home and sleep alone
from time to time , but Tera needed me. She'd start to cry if I ever tried to
leave to my own apartment. She was talking ; I was laying on my back next
to her. She was propped up on one shoulder, playing with my hair.
"I had an idea. For our wedding. " Tera said.
"Okay. What?" I asked.
"I was thinking, we should have our wedding on your birthday then we
could have the honeymoon through my birthday." Tera's birthday was on
August 1st. mine was on July 30th. "Wouldn't that be wonderful?"
"Yeah. " I nodded , picturing Tera in a white dress. It would be wonderful,
I tried to tell myself.
"That's it? Just 'yeah'? You don't like itl" She started to get upset.
I shook my head. "No, I like it. It sounds like a great idea."
"It 'll be beautiful. I'm going to love to be your wife. "
"And I'll love being your husband ." I said with a faint smile.
She smiled , and pressed her mouth to mine. It was soft, warm, almost
comforting. Her tongue gently sneaked into my mouth as our kissing grew
more heated. Our legs intertwined, and hands caressed each other's
bodies. God , I felt so alone.
In the morning, when Tera went to the bathroom , I stole some of Tera's
kolonopin, four light green pills. I needed to put myself in a relaxed haze
of medication, I was feeling too depressed to do anything today without it.
My Prozac probably wasn't working. I drank as much alcohol that I could
get my hands on , so it may have canceled it out , or just caused a fucked
up reaction. I wanted , no, needed to drink though , my sanity depended
on it. Life was easier when I wasn 't mentally connected to reality. Tera
came back into the room undressed, getting ready for the day.
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"I'm gonna go back to my apartment." I announced .
She turned to look at me. "Why?"
I shrugged . "I ju st wan ted to spend some time alone for a whi le."
She glared for a second. I realized I should n't have said this a moment
too late. "Why? You tired of me? What the helll ?"
"No, I didn 't mean that- "
"You shouldn't be that insensitive. God ." She said angrily, and put
on a bra.
I shut my mouth. I needed to find a better excuse in order to get my
alone time . I went up and hugged Tera.
"Sorry. "
"It 's okay. You just need to think before you talk . That's why Tiffany
broke up with you, remember? "
I nodded. Tiffany was my previous girlfriend . "Yeah. I'm glad I have
you though." I kissed her on the cheek. "I have to go to the bathroom ."
"Okay."
I went down the hallway and into the we ll kept bathroom . I peed then
swallowed two pills , waiting for the serenity to sweep over my body.
This would take about thirty minutes , so I went back into Tera's room.
"Hey, I have to go to Walmart today. Should we go in like, say, thirty
minutes? " Tera asked me, wit hout really asking me.
"Sure. " I said .
I liked being told what to do. After all, my parents told me I had to
marry someone to give me structure in my life , and Tera was the
perfect person to provide this. If I had doubts about my love towards
her, it didn't matter. You can learn to love someone, right? I didn't
believe in soul mates. She loved me and that's all I needed . I was set
for life. Maybe.
I thought it over all through my shift at wo rk . I think I needed a break.
I wou ld ju st ask her for a brief time off to date other people. What
could go wrong? Tera would understand. On the other hand , wou ld
she understand? Or wou ld she take offense? I needed to try. I recited
what I was going to say to her in my head as I walked back to her
apartment. Three lines burned on my leg , giving me courage .
"Hey, how are you? " Tera asked as I came into her room. She hugged
me , and gave me a tender motherl y kiss on the cheek.
''I'm good. Can we talk about something? " I said.
She sat on her bed , patiently waiting . I breathed in , the words I had
recited only fi ve minutes ago going blank.
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I tried. "I was just thinking that... Well , its nothing against you , but I
was just thinking that we should like, date other people for maybe a
little while ... "
She blinked . "What? "
"Could we take a little break? " I asked , seeming slightly pathetic with
my request.
"What the hell!? You want to fucking get rid of me!? Is that it?I What
about the times you said you fucking loved me!? Was that a liel? " She
practically screamed.
"No, I-" I tried to explain. Fear crept into me.
I saw tears bubble up to her eyes. "God , I just can't bear to think of
you with someone else ... "
This wasn't going well. "I do love you . I just need maybe a short
break ... "
She wasn 't listening , she was just blubbering. "No, no, no .. . I can't live
without you. I NEED you. I-"
I had the urge to hug her, but I resisted . "I 'm sorry, I just need this ... " I
said, and turned to leave.
I heard her crying escalate from soft sobs to louder wailing. I started
running away, and didn 't stop until I reached my room and col lapsed
on my bed. I tried to push her out of my mind , promising to check on
her later to see if she was okay.
I needed to see if we were compatible , or if I could do well with
another. That was acceptable, right? I took out two kolonopin that I
had saved for moments like this , and dry swallowed both together. I
waited for the waves of gentle calming the pills brought.
I woke from dream less sleep, seeing red and blue lights on my wall ,
lights coming from my window. I jumped up, heart pounding out of
fear. It must've been Tera, it had to be. I squinted , not able to see
through the trees and houses blocking my view. Damn. I grabbed my
jacket and ran down the stairs , pushing away the lingering kolonopin
mind cloud . I ran out the door, hitting my elbow on the way out,
sending a wave of pain. Good . I needed some. I got to her apartment
complex within two minutes. There was an ambulance and two police
cars . What the fuck did she do? I was too scared to actually go up
and ask the paramedics. This is all my fault. My fault , I hurt her. My
fault she hurt herself. My fault. My fault My fault. The words echoed
relentlessly in my mind.
I stared blankly for another five minutes . Was she dead? Was she
alive? Did she cut too deep? Did the blood come out too fast, too
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fast to survive? Did she swallow too many pills? Did they do their job?
Did they come out as a light green vomit instead? What was it? What
happened?
A deep realization swept through me. Memories of abuse broke
through my mind's walls , flooding my consciousness. It didn 't really
matter if she was dead or not. If she was alive, she'd be put into a
mental institution. It was inevitable. If she was dead, what the hell?
What I was feeling right now wasn't of regret or loss. Warm comfort
spread through me. It was a deep genuine feeling that I hadn 't felt for
a long time . Happiness . I was free.
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MY ANEMIA
Kelsey Lamborn

I turned on the tap and let the cold water run over my hands . I had
actually turned on the hot faucet , but I knew it would only start getting
warm just as I'm finished washing.
The soap dispenser by my sink was either broken or out, so I had to
walk over to the next closest one . I had barely taken one step when
something rushed by and pushed me so that I fell. Trying to catch myself
on the counter, I only managed to hit my chin on it and bite my lip. Pain
instantly burst from where I knew I had broken skin. The rusty taste of
blood filled my mouth and my eyes welled up with tears.
Shakily, I rose to my feet and looked around . Maybe I had imagined the
something that had hit me, because there was nothing to be seen . Yeah ,
right, I thought, and I'm just imagining that my lip hurts. I examined my
wound in the mirror. It looked pretty bad. It was bleeding and starting to
swell.
"That looks painful. "
I gave a start. I hadn 't noticed anyone come in, and also: "This is the
ady's room ," I told the man standing in the doorway. "The men's room is
the next one over. "
"I know." The man took a few steps closer to me. I backed away,
seriously getting scared now.
"What do you want? " He kept walking , not saying a word. "You stay
away from me," I warned.
He stopped a foot away from me and smiled. "I on ly want to kiss it
better, " he said . Before I had time to react he bent down and kissed
me- right on the mouth. I wanted to do something , but I was frozen . I felt
his tongue lick away the blood from my lips. Then he leaned back and
smiled at me again.
I realized it then- this man had no reflection .
He lowered his face to my neck, and I felt his fangs pierce my skin . I still
couldn't move; he had me under some sort of spell. I found my voice .
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"Are you going to kill me?"
He drew back and examined me. "What?"
"Are you going to kill me? " I repeated.
He licked my blood from his lips and stared at me. "You know, most
people just scream or pass out."
I kept eye contact with him. "Well , I want to know if I'm going to die
or not."
He laughed. "Well, I'm not that thirsty. We 'll see ." He went back to my
neck and resumed drinking my blood. The water was still running. I
tried to focus on that as my world slowly faded to black.
When I woke up, it was all at once. I could still feel his fangs in me,
and the sensation made my skin crawl. I reached up and felt my neck,
and my fingers met smooth skin.
The room I was in was completely unfamiliar to me. The only thing I
did recognize was the man sitting on a chair by the bed , watching me.
I stared at him and waited .
"You 're scared," he said .
"Of course I'm scared, " I replied, and I was mortified to find my voice
was shaky. I cleared my throat and continued: "One, you 're a vampire,
and two, you kidnapped me. What part of this situation is supposed to
make me feel calm? "
He laughed , and I realized that he had a nice laugh , not the evil one
that I imagined he had before. "I'm glad I kept you ," he said . "You're
interesting ."
I stared at him blankly. What was I supposed to say?
"When I chose to attack you , I had two choices : I could either kill you
or erase your memory. Neither of those would do, because I wanted to
talk to you. So I made option three : temporary houseguest."
I laughed unsteadily. "That's a nice way to put it." I looked around. The
room was relatively small , but I assumed that was because we were
in an apartment complex. I could see through the window that the
ground was quite a distance away. "How long am I going to be your
guest? "
He stopped smiling and looked into my eyes. "For as long as you
live ," he said . He sounded really serious , and I was sure he meant it.
I stared at him wordlessly, horror-struck. He rushed to explain . "When
I decided to keep you, I ruled out erasing your memory. If one of my
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usual victims I allow to live somehow regains their memory, they'd
think it was only a dream or a hallucination . But since you 're now an
official missing person and you've had more time with me, you 'd know
that I wasn't just a figment of your imagination . If you regained your
memories, I wou ld be in serious danger."
We didn 't say anything for a while. "So you have to kill me," I finally
whispered. He nodded apologetically. We were silent for a few more
moments , and finally I asked a question "What's your name? "
"Nicolas . Call me Nick."
Nick had been growing more and more irritable lately. I tried to talk to
him , but that only seemed to make it worse.
He was sitting on the couch now in our new apartment. We had to
leave our last one when an investigator got too close to figuring out
who had killed an old man. Living with Nick, you get used to things
like that. He'd take nips from me occasionally, but he never drank from
my neck again.
I sat down next to him on the couch , but I kept my silen ce. The last
time I tried to talk to him he got up and left for two days. We sat side
by side for several minutes.
Nick finally spoke. "I 've been putting this off for far too long, " he said .
I nodded . "I was wo ndering if you'd ever get around to it. "
He turned to face me. "I'm sorry," he said sincerely, and he leaned in
to my neck. "Your hair has grown," he murmured . "I don't remember it
being in the way before ."
"We ll , it 's been a while," I replied as he bit into my skin.
"How long has it been?" he asked between long swallows.
"I don 't know. What day is it?"
"May twenty-second."
I did some quick math in my head. "Then it 's been nearly three years ."
He pulled back sharply and stared at me, stunned. "Three years? It 's
been that long?"
I nodded in assent. He kept staring at me with wide eyes. "What made
me decide to keep you that long? Hi ding you, feeding you, dodging
investigators ... Why?"
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I was bleeding all over the couch, but he didn 't seem to notice. Usually
he was clean , careful not to get blood on anything that could tie him to
a crime.
I hesitated before I answered. "I kind of thought that it was because "
heat crept into my face , "because you liked me."
He was frozen, looking with shock into my face . Eventually he
lowered himself again and drank deeply, until once again the world
faded away.
An insistent beeping sound brought me back to consciousness. The
room was much too bright, and it took me a while to get my bearings .
I was in a hospital. There was an IV hooked into my arm, and people
standing all around me .
"You're awake!"Someone crowed. "How do you feel? "
"Weird, " I said. "What 's going on? "
"We were hoping you could tell us ," another nurse said . "Is your name
Abby Dalton? "
"Yes ."
"Where have you been the past three years?"
That went right over my head .
"What do you mean?"
A few of the doctors and nurses bent their heads together and started
whispering while the one I was talking to explained: "You 've been
missing for three years . Don 't you remember anything? "
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The One
Bryce Foutz

To see her is to be one with gods
I fight and climb to overcome these odds
She's above me in so many ways
Even though she gives so much praise
She walks and talks like one of us
But I see the truth the major plus
She can't be one of us and this is true
She cares too much about me and you
The one true person who never forgets

To be her true self so everyone gets
That ray of light this holy sunshine
I'm so glad to finally call her mine
But now that I'm with her I see the pain
I understand that love is no game
She is mortal and I believe it so
Because I see her torture the natural glow
That she must make to seem so right
Even though she hides at night
We are together with no one's wishes
Now we live like a slave who must clean the dishes
For to hide from her parents' respects
Makes me hurt , want no regrets
I'll always be with her this I know
But we can't be together if her parents say no
I live the life of gods and now I see
That the mortal life is not for me
I need her love and every touch
She is the one I love so much
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Toward a Center
Gary Howard

Walking about Liberty Park
What do I expect to find
A spirit
a reflection
To the past

What is past beauty
May be past knowledge and time
and even death
Like a forgotten
Mark upon a page
Erased everywhere

Even the future may reside
Enigmatic chameleon
Fiercely present and firm

But in our soul

There is an opening to life
To the blurring of what we falsely name
Experience or the impermanence
Of wisdom

Gaze up
Do not forget what is below
And if your eye
Should get there before you
Count slowly backward
The number of stamens rotating
Like stars about your iris

Time itself may
Turn up on a branch
Without blossoms
Bend ing out of my soul

It is enough to believe
It is enough to remember and to
suspend
The violence coursing through veins

Catch whatever art you can
It may flit invisible
It may leave you grasping
It may destroy

It is enough to think that
Even breath can be held or
May in the end matter

But each moment
That I absorb
Bears light and living shadow

With me I took three:
Pattern
Pu lse
Journey

If your feet start to rise
From what you can remember

And the unassailable
Contradiction

If the trees seem to fl utter
With a less than defin ite being
Let your mind rappel
Down glass to where
You can watch
The slow incursions
The tiny cracking open
Of sanity from self
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Gambit Lost
Drew Ingebretsen

My liege, my lord, my king,
The battle is gone.
Th e pawns have been sacri fi ced,
The queens traded.
Th e knights fought brave ly,
But th e bishop was a thief,
Longing for the other color.
The rooks are broken,
And our castle is penetrated.
It is time to fear
:
Th e zenith of glory.
But do not worry,
For I am sti ll here.
And there stil l li es much to be known.
My li ege, my lord , my kin g
Th e battle is gone.
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Cosmology
Mary T Migliore/Ii

In the Universe
there swirls a galaxy
and in the galaxy
there spins a planet
and on the planet
there dwells a communi ty
and in the community
there grows a co ll ege
and in the col lege
there journeys a student
and in the student
there dances a Dream
and in the Dream
there lives
the Future

Transformer X-ray Kraig Kirk
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®nie L~st Wish

Erin Dent

I bit down on my lip ..
... hard ,
to keep it from trembling .
My hands shook
and slid ,
cold and sweaty
down the sides of my face .
I slammed and locked
the door
sliding down to the floor.
Thoughts of him
lodged deep in my mind
like a stray bullet,
the pain so prominent
on my face ,
emanating from all parts of
my body.
So ..
I thought ,
this is how it 's gonna be?
Another joke
for them to talk about
when they 're wasted?
They 're knocking now.
"What 's wrong?"
"Are you ok ?"
Their cries falling
on deaf ears.
I shut out
their worried vo ices and
focus on
squeezing my head
between my knees .
Deep breaths
temporarily clear
my head enough so
I can peek down
at the grimy bathroom floor
through tear stained eyes.
It seems that this
nightmare lives and breathes
like a waking soul
with each passing day.
He won't just. .. talk to me ...
I told him that things
like this kill girls

wi th their silence alone.
He never wrote back .
Maybe ..
that 's what he's afraid of?
Or maybe he just
doesn 't care ...
I wipe my hands
down the sides of my pants.
It not worth another breath ..
It 's not worth another wo rd .
The dance has been done
and nothings been
accomplished ,
but the lesson I
should have learned
from past mistakes.
My life's stuck on repeat
like a broken record
that someone won't just
lend a hand to
change or to even notice .
I want to tell him
how close it was,
how bad these days
have become and
how much worse they 'll
only be.
Silence screams,
shattering my glass house
of thoughts and dreams.
I feel like I'm stuck,
a prisoner of my own thought ..
Plummeting downward in
this plane stuck on auto pilot.
I close my eyes and
suddenly I hear nothing.
--time stands still-Their frant ic knocks and
muffled voices
draining from my mind
like boiling ri vers ..
Flowing down my shirt ,
:: steaming:·
across the cold concrete floor.
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Longview
Christopher Rothschild

MTV. I was watching MTV. Thi s is the moment when you know your
ex istence has gone to ... oh what's a good word for excrement? Well,
it's just gotten pathetic.
"O h Lady Gaga, you are so wacky." I told the TV.
"O kay Jason , I'm going to work." My mother told me, picking up her
keys.
"Okay." I said, not looking at her. My eyes were glued to the TV. Out of
the corner of my eye, I saw her hesitate .
I noticed this and looked at her. She had slightly messy brown hair and
some wrinkles lining her face. She was in her early forties and single.
"You should go out and do something today. For heaven's sake, it's
summer!" She said her hand on her hip.
I pressed my head into the couch. "There 's nothing to do."
"Su re there is. Ride a bike , go to the park, get a job ... " She li sted off.
I bit my lip and closed my eyes. I didn 't feel like doing anything. Sure,
I was extremely bored here, but it probably was n't any better outside.
Mom shook her head after she didn't get a response. "Whatever. I'm
off." She then went out the door of our apartment.
I refocused on the TV. Sadly, this was the most interesting thing on.
After ten minutes (and the commercials we re on) I walked over to the
window to close the shades to get rid of the annoying glare on the TV.
I made the effort to look outside and saw a moving truck in front of the
apartment. A balding man was carrying boxes , and a girl was sitting on
the sidewalk curb. She was wea ring a black tank top and had fake black
hair. She was cute , but had a horrible choice of color for the sunny
weather. Should I talk to her? It wou ld ruin my goal to be completely
apathetic, and I had absolutely horrible luck with girls. Sure , the last girl
was a cheerleader, but she lit me on fire . Long story.
I finall y decided to go talk to her. I was so dang bored, I was going
blind . At the very least, a blow off wou ld cure boredom. I we nt into my
disaster area bedroom and searched through my rank clothes for my
body spray. I hadn 't changed my clothes or even showered for three or
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four days, so this was necessary. Smelling like body odor was a big
no-no when talking to the ladies. This was from my rather large collection
of sucky life experiences.
I found my spray and doused my body in it, coughing at the sweet smelling
fumes. I made a mental note to shower tonight or tomorrow. I slipped into
a pair of flip flops (out of comfort , not apathy), and went out the door, and
onto the elevator (we live on the second floor), hoping she was still there.
Nervousness rose in my stomach. I hated when that happened , when the
worst case scenario wasn 't actually too bad, but you felt the butterflies in
your gut anyway.
A woman carrying a box walked past me when I reached the lobby. She
smiled at me when she passed . I smiled back. I reached the doors that
led outside and saw the girl, texting , with her back turned to me. From up
close I saw her fingernails were painted black. That was hot, in an attractive
sense. The balding man started up the steps with a heavy looking box,
pausing to address the girl.
"You know it wouldn 't kill you to help out. " He said .
"And it wouldn 't kill you to stop screwing up my life." She said . Yikes . She
seems like a delight.
The man sighed , then noticed me. "Hello. Who might you be? " He asked
me cheerfully.
"Jason. I live here. " I said, my hand behind my head .
"I'm Byron , and this is my daughter, Kate. As you can see we 're moving in"
"Nice. Uh , welcome here ." I said.
"Thanks . Now I gotta get moving ... " Byron trailed off, continuing inside the
apartment building. Kate glanced at me for a second , then looked at her
cell phone again.
"Um , hi " I said. "I'm Jason "
"Yes. I heard " She said. There was an awkward twenty second pause.
"So ... how old are you?" I tried to revive the dead conversation.
"Seventeen ." She stated .
"Cool. I'm sixteen ."
The woman I saw in the lobby walked out. "Hi. I heard you were Jason. I'm
Barbara " She held out her hand and I shook it. Barbara turned to Kate.
"How do you like it here, Kate? Cozy place, isn't it?"
"I love it just as much as I love you, Barbara." Kate said with a sarcastically
sweet voice .
"Oh good ." Barbara smiled , completely missing the sarcasm. She got
another box from the van.
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"You call your mom 'Barbara'?" I asked Kate.
"She's not my mom ." Kate said , glaring at Barbara's back.
"Oh." I felt a twinge of embarrassment.
"Ugh, is there anything to do in this stupid town?" Kate asked.
"You're doing it." I muttered .
"What?"
"We could get slushies at the 7-11." I thought quickly.
Kate stood up. "That sounds like something. Where is it?"
"I could just go with you." I suggested .
"Or ... you could just tell me where it is. "
I felt my fragile self esteem snap. "Or I could come with you ." She
chewed her lip as she looked at me. I was brimming with
desperation. Hopefully she didn't notice it.
"Fine. You look desperate. " She finally said.
I have now just decided there is no deity in this universe. We started
walking down the sidewalk , Barbara smiling at us as we walked past.
When Barbara's back was turned , Kate flipped her off.
"So Barbara is your stepmother?" I asked .
"Yeah. "
"Why do you hate her so much?"
"Cause she 's an airhead who does her best to replace my mother."
"She seems nice though ."
"Have you ever had a step mom? "
"No, but my mom has had a few boyfriends , and I usually get along
with them. "
"That sounds wonderful. " Kate said in her sweet voice.
My mind suddenly reached a crossroad of if I actually wanted to be
around this girl anymore. On one hand , she would slowly tear my self
esteem to shreds, and had no interest in my besides the fact I was
showing her the way to the nearest gas station . On the other hand, she
was hot. Heck, I was superficial.
"So where are you from?" I asked.
"Vegas . A city I actually liked ."
"Oo. Why'd you like it?"
"For the excessive gambling and alcohol." She said .
"Really?" I blinked .
"No, it was because I had friends and family there. I have a lot of
cousins. I wanted to stay there with them, but my dad got a job transfer
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and forced me to move ."
"We ll, this town isn 't too bad." I lied. Hey, I had to reassure her, and
lying was necessary.
"You' re joking." She saw through my obvious fib.
"No, really. We have a 7-11. And a Walmart."
"No. Freaking . Way. You guys have everything!"
"That was sarcasm right? " I asked.
"Yes."
I sighed. "Truthfully, I've been inside my apartment all summer. This is
a pretty boring town. I would love to move away."
"What a coincidence! So wou ld I "
"Aweso me. Let's be friends! " I said.
"Let's not. You smell funny." I tried to discreetly smell myself. I thought
I had done pretty well to disguise my stench.
"I can explain that. " I said, embarrassed.
"You don't shower? Excellent explanation."
"It 's summer" I insisted .
"You still shower during the summer, silly."
I sighed. We reached main street, and I pressed the button for the
little green man on the stop light turn on. "Here's the 7-11 by the way."
I gestured to the gas station across the street.
"Thank you. I can see it. "
"You're a very pleasant girl, you know that?"
"Not like I'm trying to impress anyone"
I'm here, a pathetic little voice in my head said. We crossed the street
and wen t inside. We we nt to the slushie machine , with all its two flavor
glory. Blue raspberry and strawberry. Kate groaned at this.
"I like peach flavor the best." She pouted.
"That may have been here last week." I shrugged. I filled a small cup
with strawberry flavored slush.
"That 's wonderful" She said , filling her cup with blue raspberry.
The front door opened with the tinkle of a small bell. I turned to see
who it was. It was a group of two blondes and one brunette. One of
the blondes I really didn't want to see. I practically dived behind an
aisle before she saw me. I peered through some chips to keep an eye
on them . They we re laughing , and I felt jealous. They were having a
good time, and I was with the queen of pessimism.
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"What are you doing?" The queen of pessimism asked, walking up beside me.
"Watching them. " I said, sipping my slushie.
"You are a brilliant stalker."
"No, it's not like that. One of them is my ex. " I explained.
"Which one?" Kate asked .
"The blonde in the middle. " I said.
"'$ne' s prnwy. 'N'na\' o s'ne see ·m youT
"I'm sensitive, clever, and handsome." I recited my attributes, turning to Kate.
She snorted. "You just said that with a straight face. I'm impressed. "
"Oh come on, can 't you be at least a little nice to me? " I practically pleaded.
"I'll consider it. Why 'd she break up with you? "
"How do you know it wasn't me who broke up with her? " I folded my arms.
Behind me, a familiar voice startled me. "Because you 're too pathetic for that."
I spun around to face my ex-girlfriend , Dawn. She was flanked by her friends,
Angelica and Rose. Angelica was the brunette, and all were cheerleaders.
Dawn was wearing very small jean shorts , and a pink tank top , and her blonde
hair pulled into a ponytail .
"Kate, this is Dawn. But in Middle-Earth, she's known as the Witch King ." I
introduced.
"Hello Jason. " Dawn said .
"I don't get it." Rose said , stuck on my hilarious LOTR reference. I had been
waiting all summer to use it
"Who are you?" Dawn asked Kate.
"Kate." Kate answered .
"This is Kate. " I said unnecessarily.
"Thank you Jason." Dawn said .
"How's that jerk you're dating?" I asked .
"A million times hotter than you ." Rose said .
"Smokin '." Angelica added.
"With the 10 of a brick ." I pointed out.
"Still smarter than yo u." Dawn smirked. Ouch .
Dawn continued , addressing Kate. "If you know what's good for you, don't get
involved with him. Pray he doesn't rub off on anything. Let 's go girls ."
"Bye. " I said to their backs. They didn't say bye back. I leaned against a
counter with slowly revolving hot dogs , my head down.
"She seems nice. " Kate said .
"Definitely knows how to attach an anchor to my self esteem ."
"Nice metaphor."
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"Geez, I'm such a loser. She lit me on fire when she dumped me." I took
another sip of my slushie.
Kate paused, thinking. "How'd she do that?"
"Long story."
"Right. Let's pay for these before they melt."
I nodded and went to the front counter. I placed my slushie on the edge
and reached in my back pocket for my wallet. There was no wallet. Kate
paid the cashier for hers with a smile. I tapped Kate on the shoulder.
"Can I borrow a dollar? " I asked painfully.
"Are you serious?" She hissed at me.
I backed up a little. "I forgot my wallet."
She groaned and handed me a crumpled dollar. "This is not a freaking
date. I'm not paying for you anymore."
"Thanks." I said gratefully, and paid the cashier.
"Awesome. Now to ditch you." Kate said , walking out the doors.
I grabbed my change and went after her. "Wait, what are you going to do?"
"As I said , ditch you. That's step one ." Kate said , annoyed that I was still
following her.
"Well , your parents are still moving in. You can't go back there."
"Parent and step monster. Not 'parents'."
"Whatever. You still can't go back. 1-1 could show you around town. " I said.
I was desperate to cling onto her, though I didn't know why. Probably
useless infatuation .
"I saw the entire town while driving in ." She said.
"Not the catacombs."
"Are there catacombs?"
"No."
The awkward silence returned. She walked off. "Bye. And don't follow me."
I stood there for a minute, watching her back. That went wonderfully. If
there really is a point system with girls , I would have to score at least 782
to get out of the negatives .
I returned home and turned on the TV, not really watching it. I needed to
take up drugs or something. The drama of addiction probably would be
entertaining , like Celebrity Rehab. I realized that I was actually watching
that, and hurriedly changed the channel. When 9 o'clock rolled around , I
went into my room, and opened the window. It smelled stale. I would have
to do laundry. Someday.
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I lay on my back and played Pokemon . After about an hour of leveling up
my awesome Bidoof, I heard a sniffle outside my wi ndow, along with the
flick of a lighter. I got up and went to see who it was. On the other end
of a small red glow of a cigarette was Kate. I heard some soft sobbing
she was trying to control. I decided to go out and see what was up. I
even took the stairs down to the lobby this time . I we nt to the side of the
building , and saw her back to me, sitting on a air-conditioning unit. She
heard me before I could say anything. She wiped off her eyes as quickly
as possible.
"Oh. Hi ." Her bitterness seemed to be replaced with depression.
"What 's wrong? " I asked sympathetically.
"Nothing . It 's nothing ." She lied.
"Yeah, right." I said , some sarcasm in my voice.
She took a deep drag of the cigarette . "My dad didn 't move here
because of his job. He moved here because of me."
"What? " I asked , sitting down beside her. I made a face at the smoke.
"I was addicted to pain killers. I popped them all the time. They calmed
me down. Made me feel good . My dad found out and overreacted ."
She dropped the last of the cigarette , and crushed it wi th her shoe. She
pulled out a second cigarette and lit it.
"Maybe you shouldn 't- "
"Lecture me, and I kill you " She said , taking another puff. I shut my
mouth. She continued. "I'm tricking stressed , I hate it here , and I just
really, reall y need a pill right now." I looked at her free hand . It was
clenched painfully around her lighter.
"Why are you telling me this? " I finally asked.
She laughed a little. "I dunno. It's weird, but I've kinda grown attached to
you , Jason ."
"What a coincidence. I've grown attached to you too. Let 's be friends! " I
tried a second time .
She smiled , an honest smile with no hint of sarcasm . "I'll consider it."
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Megan We iler

Sweat
Crawling down my back
Running , running , in my head
Time without time
Not here, but there
Sifting through cherry cupboards
Restless dreams in tangled blankets
Sun held back
By eggshell walls
Stiff muscles
Tired arms
Buzzards pecking at my belly
Heat of the day still finds a way in
Sweat falling down my back
Pleading
Spilling sweetness from a dry throat
To stay under green covers
To go back
Running again among dated cars
House to house on neighborhood roads
Restless dreams in tangled blankets
Sweat
Running down my back
Corners reflecting unwanted light
Every eye hovering near closed
Bargaining
Searching for release
From obligation
Need for the return to
Restless dreams in tangled blankets
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c=oc5
Terra LaRochel/e

You were my false tower, guiding me to false shores.
You're like a demon in disguise,
I should have seen it in your eyes; ice blue like your soul.
Your touch was like velvet.
Your eyes were like the sky.
And then we whispered our goodbyes.
If they could have seen it all, they'd all know better.
They know better now ..
You were my false tower ; nothing but a false tower.

Quote Amber 1-Aah!um
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Eric Davis

you died today where woul<:fyou go
1/vould you go to heaven or the ground below
Do yOu see yourselfat the pearly"g'ates
Or doyou see yourself with'a hoe and rake
The life we know is just a tesY
But do you ever wonder how you rank
Or how many mulligans are left in the tank
Do YR~ }3Ver think that maybe' yRur time is abou.t to end
When they,will tally your tab
Js_
And call it in
·
lfyou had oneJast chanceJo change God 's .mind
Would you take advantage'.':'. search and find
. tJelp the ne~dy ... clothe the ~ic;k
Give it your all .. ':even wherlyou're feelirig
· So what is it that you would do?
Cause your:timEl may.come ... when,y§ur t;l()dylurns blue
Think long and hard before you die
Caus8itmay<be
ch ,, .
nvince the man up high.

Unknown
Elizabeth Clayton

My feet are co ld I've been standing out here in the snow for hours.
The voices and cursing came through the window, mixed with the
little snowflakes , and floated around my head . It was too dark to go
roaming farther away. I stared out into the trees at the edge the yard.
She was drunk and he was breaking character. My dad never ye ll ed,
never raised his voice , and never confronted anyone.
He laid it down for her tonight. Wasn't being mean though , just tellin g
her the truth , wasn 't putting up with her se lf-pity.
She wasn't listening to a word he said . She kept repeating herself.
My dog came around the corner of the house. He pushed his muzzle
into my hand . Hi s fur was the color of Red Rock. He didn 't belong
here, surrounded by trees , where it snowed so much.
My sister wou ldn 't admit she had been drinking , but she was talking
like a fool, irrationally skipping from one subject to the next. All the
cursing was on her side.
They didn 't know I was here. I got home but didn 't have enough gas or
enough money to go where I wanted to.
My mother was at work. My sister was drunk, she didn 't live here. Why
here so late? I want to go to Arizona , probab ly less snow down there.
My father wasn 't my dad tonight.
I saw my brother 's bedroom light turn out. We wou ldn't talk about
this tomorrow.
Snowflakes landed in my hair, fl ew in my face .
Tomorrow everyone wou ld be fine. Th ey'd think no one knew what had
happened. My sister wou ldn 't know it was her fault.
My dog put his nose to the door and wh ined softl y.
I looked up at th e stars and prayed .
I don 't want to go inside , I can 't stay out here.
The snow is coming down harder now.
My feet are cold.
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And Light?
Gary Howard

What did I know
Of light that it gets
Broken frozen and
Easily distorted
That the photons
When they leave us
Carry away any
Token gestures of beauty
That my eyes
And mind felt
Set upon
Ambushed by angry wolves
And uncompromising hatred
I felt myself pushed
No cracked wide open
My forehead cleft
By an axe
Intent on bringing closure
There was pain
But no blood
Only excruciating certainty
Of the single fact of separation
And light?
I remember what little I saw
Struck me as expunged
Trying desperately
To remain on the canvas

C. Alexander Shannon Wells

Revelation
Nean Michael Hawe

James Thompson and Randolph Elliot are dead . This is obvious to
even the most casual observer, and will later be confirmed by the
medical examiner. The bodies are, at this moment , lying just inside an
alley. One is in plain sight, the crumpled papers and assorted scraps
of refuse scattered away from him like shrapnel from a bomb. People
have gathered outside the alleyway, staring with a morbid curiosity.
"Did you know him? "
"Did you? "
"Has anyone called the police yet? "
"Do you think we should?"
"No, I'm sure someone-"
"What do yo u think- "
About now is whe n the police arrive, barely ahead of the news vans;
it 's been sixteen minutes since someone first noticed the twisted
remains of the twenty-five year old , fourteen since they called the
media, and ten since anyone thought to alert the authorities. Three
cars pull up, sirens blaring and lights flashing through the gloom of
a cloudy autumn evening. The senior officer stands before the crowd
while his subordinates tape off and inspect the alley. The crowd
stares at him blankly and begins to disperse slightly. A few of the
men dressed in business suits hurry off, checking their watches and
muttering about the time . One woman, after an unsuccessful attempt
to see past the bustle of the police officers , sighs and enters the
apartment complex to the right of the alley.
Trudging up the stairs with her bag of groceries , Janine wonders who
it could have been out there . She is certain , in the way of the young,
that it could not be someone she knows . So she wonders about their
family, their friends ; about whom out there cares for this person , if
there is anyone at all. How long till they learn of their loss? With these
thoughts , and others equally curious and unworried , she climbs to
the seventh floor whe re she lives with her husband . It is a long climb
to the seventh floor, but she is in the prime of her life and after three
years she is used to it, no longer winded at the end.
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As she opens the hallway door and steps in from the stairwell she
sees her neighbor, Mr. Chedwick, leaning out the door to retrieve
today's newspaper. As usual he is dressed in his bathrobe, just
awakened, late though it is. She smiles and waves , but does not stop
to talk , nor even speak a word of hello; she is comfortable, ensconced
in the silent anonymity of neighbors but not friends . She has created
an identity for him from these brief encounters -a middle-aged man
who works nights and lives alone, who reads the sports section when
he wakes, once married and now divorced but not bitter- and she
does not care to shatter that image at this time.
She walks to her apartment at the end of the hall , 759, struggles to
fetch her keys from her pocket while holding the groceries, and moves
to unlock the door. As her key touches the lock the door swings open,
squeaking slightly on hinges she has asked her husband to fix at
least a hundred times. She frowns , but is not overly worried ; he can
be awfully oblivious sometimes. She shuffles inside, closing the door
behind her with a push of her foot , and moves to the kitchen to put
away the groceries.
She knows that she has at least an hour to herself, depending on
traffic and taxis, so she takes her time. Flicking on the light, she
sets the groceries on the counter and goes about putting everything
in its place, the eggs and creamer in the fridge, the noodles in the
cupboard, the aspirin above the sink. As she does this a few things
strike her as odd: the coffee cup half full beside the sink, the scarf
she knitted last winter still hanging on its peg in the entryway, the
coffee table in the living room is slightly askew. But such things have
happened before and will no doubt happen again, so she puts them
out of her mind.
Once everything is put away she grabs the book she's currently
reading, To the Sea She Ran, and takes a seat on the couch. She
reads for forty-two minutes. After finishing chapter twelve she decides
to take a shower ; if she hurries she will be just getting out when he
gets home.
The shower takes longer than she had planned ; the luxurious feel of
the hot water soothing away her aches holds her there for twenty-one
minutes. Stepping out of the bathroom , rubbing her hair dry on her
favorite green towel , she notices the time. He should be home by now,
but she does not worry, not yet
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One hand holding up her towe l, the other still at work on her hair, she
walks to the bedroom, nudging the door open with her hip as she
steps in . The dratt in the room chills her immediately, and she hurries
to close the door to the balcony, already composing the lecture about
closing doors she plans to deliver later tonight.
She sits on the bed and clicks on the TV, not really paying attention ,
just trying to pass the time. The evening news is on , and after the
human interest piece ends, she recognizes her apartment building
behind the reporter. She turns the vo lume up.
"Early this evening, residents on Parkside Avenue came home to
a gristly scene. Two young men , both estimated to be in their midtwenties, we re found dead in an alleyway. Police say that they fell from
one of the nearby buildings, but wou ld not comment on whether they
suspected foul play. No other details are being released at this time ,
until the families can be notified . For Channel 27 news this is-"
Janine stops listening as she notices something in the replayed
footage of the police taping off the alleyway. It isn 't much, just a patch
of color: white with narrow blue stripes , a shirt maybe. She recognize s
it on a visceral level , not just a shirt , his shirt. It 's not possible, she
knows it 's not, but her heart races and she scrambles from the bed.
Franticall y she searches the apartment, looking for a note, a clue ,
anything to annihilate the thoughts filling her head. Finally she checks
her cell-phone, listens to the voicemail she missed from earlier in
the day.
"Honey, my meeting was canceled, so I'll be here when you get home .
I was thinking that tonight I'd make that linguini dish you love so much .
Anyway, that's all. Have a good day, I love you! "
As the vo icemail finishes , hope dying in her heart, she hears a knock
at the door. She dashes to the door, not thinking to cover herself, not
thinking of anything except his face. She pulls the door open with
shaking hands, to see a police officer standing with his hat in his
hand .
"M rs . Thompson? "
Sobbing , she collapses, wailing and clutching at his feet as he
removes his jacket to cover her nakedness.
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Untitled Winfried Hans Paul Horoba
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But it's not enough, no we need more
Perhaps they'll start a little war
Ask not the reasons why,
It's surely just, they wouldn 't lie
Then they fill the prisons with innocent men
Those who don't conform they do condemn
But I'm sure that is where they belong
To question authority would be wrong
We will spread our ways across the globe
So all can know the wealth we hold
Light now resides where once was dark
The whole world marvels at our spark
Their cultures now seem out of date
But we'll make sure to set them straight
It doesn't matter what they say
We know what's better for them anyway
And should they attempt to resist,
We'll resort to ruling with a fist. ..
Oh! Your favorite show is almost on
Never a dull moment in that sitcom
So snuggle up by your TV set
No reason to fear, or to fret
And watching the news can be fun ,
The truth is better when it's spun
No need to inform, just entertain
As they exploit for their own gain
Fire Damage Jake Reategui
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Take Flight Shannon Wells

Just name your price
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The Rock War (with Ado)
Elvis Becirovic

Once upon a time in Bosnia, where hills were green, an enemy came
and interrupted my dream .
They came to free the Serb people ; they came even though god said
we are all equal
They destroyed the you th , filled me with rage , and left me to write
bloody words on this page
Pl ay the music on the rubbles, in my city, you can sti ll see the strugg les
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Ado (with The Rock War)
Elvis Becirovic

As I peek on the corner, exposing left side of my forehead, I can see
potato sized rock pausing directly in front of my face. I examine it. I can
clearly see the details on the rock: it is crusty, some mud on it, sparkly
brown , black and gray. Then it hit me, literally. Everything went pitch
black as I hear Adnan's mumbled words echo distantly in my head. My
body is shutting down, all control is lost. Is this it? I question my-self.
That was then, this is now.
I still remember Ado, my best friend from Bosnia when I was younger. I
moved to America eight years ago but memory of my best friend is still
near and dear. I will never forget Ado and days we spent playing as kids
in capital city Sarajevo, Bosnia. Those were the days of my childhood
that helped shape my understanding of the world around me .
The war started in Bosnia in 1992 (formally known as Yugoslavia) and
lasted until 1995. I was about five years old when it all started ; oddly
I recall much of growing up in the capital city of Sarajevo. During the
war Sarajevo was at the heart of the conflict , it was surrounded by
heavy artillery laying siege from the neighboring hills to break the newly
formed army within the city whose main recruits were mostly ordinary
citizens. Every day hundreds of shells would fall onto the city, impacting
various structures , people, anything and everything, was a target (even
an outhouse was not safe). To make matters worse, certain areas were
classified as sniper allies, which basically meant that if you were not
fast enough you would be the next hit One would think that life would
cease to exist but that's not the case , people still went on with their
everyday lives: collecting food , trading food, standing in lines to get
drinking water while being shot at, and us kids of course attending
school (you know I don't think we ever had a snow day now that I
think about it, only way to get a day off was if the school was hit by a
grenade or rammed with a tank) .
I will never forget my first days in the first grade. They would teach us
how to properly hide underneath long wooden school tables in case of
an earthquake or a grenade impacting the school. For the record let's
just say that chances of an earthquake were more desirable than a
grenade through the window and in your lap, although the grenade was
more probable. On the same day, sometime during the course of the
school day, the army came to demonstrate various bombs , mines, guns
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and army fighting techniques (and you thought your show and tell was
COOL!) to help us be better educated because finding a mine was as
easy as finding a three leaf clover and to be tampering with a mine or
an unexploded grenade was .. .well , a bit risky if you ask me.
Something about school made me forget about war, about grenades
and about the actuality of the struggle going on around me. The
sound of the bullets firing was nothing to be alarmed about, you even
begin to question why the firing stopped ; when it did (end of the war
perhaps?). Where the dead silence would take over for only a few
minutes and then resume the firing pattern (I think they were all just
reloading at the same time) and you would say, "Ohhh , the war is still
here" and go about your day. Now, grenades were something else,
they had a certain whistle to them that would make your bones shiver
whenever you heard one (and you heard a lot!) . Sound of grenades
resembled that of a long scary whistle. The basic survival technique
when it came to grenades was to dash for cover when you heard one,
hit the ground , and most importantly (and this is matter of luck), make
sure it does not hit you or close to you. Fortunately I never had too
many close encounters with grenades , but many others around me
unfortunately did.
Despite all the horror going on around me I was your average, goofy
looking kid with a smile on my face with my shirt tucked into my
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pants. Going to first grade was the prime time of my life. I had it all:
paper, crayons, watercolors, scissors, a secret crush and a best friend
named Adnan (Ado for short). I was missing (wishing to have that
is) a red pen that the teacher used to correct our assignments with,
but still , even despite the absence of the red pen I was as happy as
I could be. Ado and I became very close friends during the course
of our first and second grade. We wo uld play every day after school,
becoming inseparable. We both had an amazingly good hand when it
came to throwing rocks or "p laying war" as we called it. Basically rock
war was where two sides would have an equal amount of members
and then use rocks to throw at one another. Barbaric! I know, but we
too had rules, there had to be a specific distance you see, so that
in a way you could avoid a rock or two from landing on your head . I
still have a scar on my forehead when I got a permanent "time out"
(Unconscious time out that is, bloody one too!) during one of the
battles. Life was good, homework was bad , and school was tough.
This was our 1st grade picture: Large red circle was me; then in blue
to my left was Ado ; then the bully Amir (You can never forget your first
bully; even in picture you can spot a bully huh?) , and finally my secret
crush Jasmina , outlined in purple.
I will have to say that rock war was definitely our favorite game
because of the skill needed to be successful and feared ; which we
were. The day I got "timed out" me and Ado sought out to reinve nt
rock war as the game it-self was becoming more dangerous (Today
I laugh at that because it was never anywhere near the word "safe") .
After that we decided to design an alternative: a long fresh tree
branch, half-an inch thick and fresh mud was the blue print for what
we simply called "Tank." Using the "Tank," one was able to assemble
a combat weapon whose range was incredible and whose power was
second to none. Simply take a fresh tree branch (more green, longer
the range) and add mud with sparkle of miniature rocks, place on top
and simply fling the weapon and watch it fly. Now, we did not invent
Tank to be safer in terms of the actual game. Tank was used to keep
us at a safer distance. The actual impact of tank with the right amount
of rocks in the mud was devastating. Seriously, you did not want to get
hit with that ball of mud!
Of course there were other games we helped invent and co-invent.
One in particular Ado and I called a Sniper. Sniper was crafted by
using a hollow tube (metal preferred) with paper that you shape into a
pointy cone that was used as a primary source of ammunition. When
the paper had no significant impact we started to use small rocks that,
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in contrast , had a painful effect. Eyes were damaged I tell ya; countless
tales, scars, victories , me and Ado , and others achieved cannot be
shattered in fifty years (Boys will be boys , rocks will be rocks , and a
rock to the head will HURTI).
Even reflecting back on our childhood games I forget that war was ever
there . But war did not forget about us. There was a day that I will never
forget in my life. That day took away something so precious to me ,
which I believe has impacted the course of my entire life. It was around
fall , because it would rain almost every day, with raindrops heavy
enough to make your skull hurt. I came to school without Ado ; his
school seat next to mine was empty. I thought Ado was sick , because
we usually met in front of my building and headed down the road to
school together, but not that morning; that morning I walked to school
alone. That day the teacher came in with the principal, who had an
announcement; last night Ado was one of the unfortunate ones.
I remember the silence , I remember wishing I had wings so I could fly
away and never come back to that place. That day I walked home alone
under the heavy rain that helped mask my tears as if I cared anymore.
This place, this city had lost its colors, everything looked gray and
pale, and this war had finally consumed my childhood innocence.
From that day forth I became a man, I played with broken toys that no
longer had heroes to rescue them , I painted pictures with dark blue
skies ; nothing really mattered, not even that damn red pen because
they took Ado away. I learned to hate like many around me already
had. I was engulfed with anger but yet I was more concerned with
understanding why, why would someone murder someone so close
to me without any reason . This wasn't my fight , why where they here.
I knew, I remembered , they were here to kill us. They succeeded in so
many ways; I bear the scars of war inside to this day. Ado and I were
best friends. They took my childhood; they took Ado's life. They took my
best friend, rock wars would never be the same for me.
Today I look back and I remember those days that Ado and I spent
playing together. We were the same age , same height and we both
had sparkly blue eyes. Even the shapes of our heads were near
symmetrical , though I still think mine was slightly bigger in proportion.
We were so young , so full of spirit, and yet today I still exist and Ado
does not. Some call it destiny ; I call it murder.
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I still remember the grenades , they still wake me at night, though not
as often as they used to. I remember the broken souls , the shattered
lives and the future that many young people , such as Ado , were
deprived from . Their future was taken away from them without their
consent. Today, I sit in silence as people around me voice their
support for war in Iraq. They talk how war is necessary; it is required
and needed for survival. Yet the only thing I see on television is
caskets of soldiers who became unfortunate in Iraq as Ado once did
in Sarajevo, Bosnia, some fifteen years ago. Once you die, there is no
such thing as reset button (like those in games) , because once you
die, you are gone forever and you become irreplaceable. Memory is
all that is left, but what is memory when there is no one left? What is
the true value of life? Once one experiences true loss, significant to
one-self, he then becomes fully aware of emptiness bestowed upon
him. I walk thru Sarajevo, city whose deprived shadows of former
youths still walk the streets to this day.
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What Happens When ...
Russell W. Burr

I am but a mere pinprick in our wide, expansive universe. I am one
person occupying a ve ry small space in an ever-expanding world . And
yet, my heartbeats and it matters ; my pain is real and it matters; my
tears are genuine and they matter.
But what happen s when it all stops? Six billion souls occupy this
earth, but what happens when one of them leaves? When one single
heart beat stops existing, does the universe take note or simply keep
flowing? We can imagine infinite things: wo rlds of impossibilities with
creatures of magic , planets of infinite wo nder, stories of extraordinary
people, and whole lives of individuals with extraordinary stories. We
feel so much attachment to things and people who aren't real .
We feel the pain in a book, see a place in a painting , or the emotion
in a film , and we become attached to people we do not know. So how
is it that when we feel sadness and pain for so mething real no one
notices? When you lose someone you can't ever get back. How can
the world not stop for even a moment? The day does not get longer
for everyone else, but it does for me. The sun is not as bright as it
used to be and my heart does not beat freel y. I am not as strong ,
brave, or as bold. I am afraid , alone and broken down. What happens
when I feel this way? And is there a day that it might go away?
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THE ROC;K,
THE FA.FER,
Alfi> THE St;ISSORS
Kellie Ann Halvorsen

The Rock , the Paper, and The Scissors didn't always fight. At one
point of time they had been the best of friends and the closest of
companions . They all lived on the desk in the study and worked side by
side to help the student with his schoolwork.
Paper was the most useful and was a very leaned lad, he had been
written on by so many subjects he couldn't help but absorb the
knowledge. But even with his smarts , he had no courage and never
could stand up for himself. He practically let everyone walk or wri te all
over him . The Rock was a little bolder. He believed it was his duty to
keep the Paper in his place and acted as his paperweight. The Rock
and Paper, unless at work, we re always seen together.
The Scissors thought herself to be ve ry sharp. She was very shinny,
and thought herself glamorous too . And because she was only used on
special occasions she thought herself ve ry important on top of that.
They all worked together well at first, the Scissors fancied the Rock
and felt he sharpened her character. The Rock would keep the Paper
in place and with the help of the Scissors, reshape the paper to what
they thought proper. The paper endured it all; believing his friends
wanted only what was best of him. Until one day, the Scissors cut him
too deep.
It was a harsh move on the part of the Scissors, a bad move as well.
But she was to prideful to admit she had done anything wrong. Their
fighting had grown so bad, that whenever they all got together, the
Rock had to stand between them and mediate. But his failure to take
sides crushed the Scissors. And the Paper felt stuck between a rock
and a sharp place. He grew upset by the Rocks stubbornness and
getting upset would just cover him with insults and twisted logic.
So now they are perpetually fighting , no one really wins, no one
really losses. Its even has grown to the point that the student keeps
them separate most of the time and only brings them together when
necessary. The Paper in the drawer, the Scissors in a cup, and the
Rock all by himself.
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Symtiolit ~ar
or

Jtioning ~roun6 in Sittti
'1lar6ro6t is tlarnia
Robert Burke

Introduction
This is a light-hearted tale about using symbols, rather than people or
weapons , for combat. Have fun with it.
Characters in order of appearance:
Alstore - an old wizard , native to this reality
Wu Doggie - a new transplant to this reality from an Earth reality
similar to our own.
Cyreenik - a witch, nati ve to this reality
Osric - a wizard , native to this reality
The Prophetess- She who runs the Temple of Prophecy
Now. .. our story ...
"Come. Sit. Learn ."
Wu Doggie, the young newcomer, sat in the meadow grass next
to Alstore , the gray-bearded man with the staff. In the val ley below
them a small army of fifty men stood arrayed for battle. Behind the
army stood an unnaturally beautiful lady, and in front of it, advancing
towards them was a man dressed in shimmering robes with a large
suitcase in hand .
As the man drew closer, the beautiful woman, Cyreenik, shouted a
command, and the army began to maneuver. They looked good
Their uniforms were resplendent and they moved from formation to
formation with razor-sharp precision.
"They look magnificent. " said Wu Doggie.
"They should." replied Alstore, "Cyreenik has inves ted heavily in
military symbolism. "
"They are fighting that lone man? "
"Cyreenik is . The others are her symbol."
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"He looks so confident . Not a care in the world. "
"He is Osric. He is known for his skill in counter symboling and
confidence is a symbol he has invested in . Watch closely now, these
are two experienced wizards so the battle will complete quickly."
Osric with his suitcase advanced to just beyond arrow range, then with
a flourish he tossed his suitcase in the air. Before it hit the ground , he
tipped it with his toe and it flew up again. Before it hit the ground a
second time, it grew legs and opened up to become something that
looked like half organ keyboard and half apothecary drawers.
Osric opened one of the apothecary drawers and his fingers danced
over the keyboard. An invisible chorus started singing, "All we are
saying is give peace a chance.", and out the drawer flew white doves,
they circled over him until they grew into a great flock, then the flock
flew over the soldiers. As it did , strange things happened to the soldiers
below. The sharp brass points of their spears and arrows changed into
flowers , and the razor sharp formations of their maneuvers soften into
something more ... fluid. To Wu Doggie it looks as if these hardened
soldiers were transforming into peace protesters .
While the doves had been gathering and flying , Cyreenik had been
conjuring . Above her a cloud appeared and grew. It was now a dark
thunderstorm cloud, complete with flashes and rumbling. When she
saw what the doves were doing, she paused from her own conjuring
long enough to throw a black, bird-shaped amulet into the air.
The amulet transformed into a black bird and flew at the doves. As it
flew it cawed, and each time it cawed, it split into two birds, and they
both cawed. By the time the flock of black ravens arrived at the doves,
they were equal numbers. The ravens scratched and bit at the doves,
and when they did , the doves ' spell on the soldiers was broken . The
soldiers reformed smartly into tight formation, launched a volley of
arrows at Osric then charged him.
When Osric saw the cloud building over Cyreenik, his tune changed
-- strains of "Here Comes the Sun" started floating out from his organ.
But as soon as he saw the arrows coming for him, he switched to a
really fast version of "We 've Gotta Get out of This Place" and a shining
portal appeared beside him . He kicked the organ so that it spun in the
air and began transforming back into a suitcase, tipped his hat to the
witch , then walked through the portal a half second before the volley
of arrows landed. The suitcase did not have a chance to follow him
-- instead it got pincushioned , stopped spinning , and landed heavily.
A second later, a lightning bolt from the thunderstorm over the witch 's
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head crashed to ground where Osric had been standing. The portal
was gone, and the suitcase was smoking slightly.
Alstore stood up and walked down the hillside applauding.
"Well done, Cyreenik, Well done! " he shouted. Wu Doggie followed .
Cyreenik walked towards Osric 's suitcase , looking drained . She
issued another, softer, command , and the soldiers transformed .
They changed from sharp-looking soldiers into scruffy and confused
farmers.
"You can all go home, now." said Cyreenik, "Thank you for your help. "
She sounded like she was dismissing gardeners after a Saturday
afternoon project.
"You got his Bag of Tricks!" said the old man.
"Pfftl He has used his doves too many times , and he knows it. " the
witch responded.
The old man kicked one of the dead doves . It clunked. "Brass . I think
he was expecting you to try clearing them with the lightning bolt. That
wouldn 't have worked and you would have been two spells behind."
"Of course ... but why are you telling me this , Alstor?"
"I 'm not. I'm telling our young friend here. Cyreenik, let me introduce
Wu Doggie. He is new to our world."
"New? "
"New, as in: comes from an alternate universe -- one with a different
science."
"That doesn't happen often here."
"Nor on his world, but he is here nonetheless. And I'm trying to help
him get settled in. When I learned of his situation , I immediately
thought of you."
"And why is that?" she was looking at him suspiciously.
"His strength is likely to be novelty symbols, and that works well with
your military."
"It 's true that novelty is powerful , but it's so short-lived. I don 't
recommend it for anyone."
"I would agree ... if he were from this universe. But he's not, and it
could be that his store of novelty is quite deep. Deep or not, it's
likely to be symbolism that comes quickly to him, and quick may be
something he will need. "
Cyreenik thought for only a moment. "You are right. Whatever story he
is a part of is likely to develop quickly."
"Speaking of doing things quickly: Are you going to retrieve Osric's
Bag of Tricks? That is quite a prize."
"I would, but it is likely to be booby-trapped. He was too inept."
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"On the contrary, that Raven Amulet was brilliant! How long have you
had that?"
"Oh thatl I got it last week. It was effective, wasn't it?"
They examined the suitcase, and it appeared the victory was complete
and sweet. Not only was Osric's suitcase protected by only minor
booby traps , the doves had all come back to it, and they were now
a pile of magic clockworks clustered around the suitcase. They had
been trying to get back into their drawer since the spell was broken.
Cyreenik opened their drawer -- it was rattling a bit -- and allowed
them to hop back in .
"We must get this young man a prophecy." said Alstor.
"He doesn 't even have that yet?" Cyreenik stared at him incredulously.
"He's that new. "
"This means a trip to Prophecy Mountain. Would you care for
company?" said Cyreenik.
"That would be delightful." said Alstor.
Alstor turned to Wu Doggie, "The trip to Prophecy Mountain is always
one of mystery. At its summit is a small temple , and in that temple is
the Book of Prophecies. It is said that in that book lies a prophecy for
each person in our land. You are now part of our land, so we should
seek out yours ."
"How far is it?" asked Wu Doggie.
"You can see it there ." Alstor pointed to a large, symmetric mountain ,
blue in the distance. "By foot , the journey will be four days , if there are
no incidents. But there are always incidents on a journey to Prophecy
Mountain. "
Cyreenik nodded affirmatively, "Always."
"Hmm .. ." said Wu Doggie, "I have an idea . If nove lty is to be my
symbol, why don't we go to the mountain by an alternate route?"
"W hat did you have in mind? " said Alstore.
"A hot air balloon ."
"A what?" said both Alstor and Cyreenik.
"Some uncommon magic from my nati ve world. You don't happen to
have access to a whole lot of cloth , do you?"
###

In four days , with the help of Cyreenik's farmers and blacksmiths ,
and a Turkish rug seller, their balloon was finished. The farmers and
blacksmith s gathered and waved goodbye as they launched. The
Turkish rug seller shook his head in amazement at what his fine rugs
had become.
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"How do we ste er thi s?" asked Alstor as the balloon rose higher and
higher.
"The fates will steer us ." replied Wu Doggie, "I' m getting to understand
this place, a bit. "
And he was right. A half day later, after a ride that was both wondrous
and hair-raising, they landed on the top of Prophecy Mountain . They
all went to the temple, and there , on an alabaster altar, in the cen ter
of the main hall, was the land 's most ancient and honored tome: The
Book of Prophecies .
Alstor put on his glasses and opened the massive book to a random
page.
"We need to find you r prophecy." he intoned , "Let 's see .... "
"The Titan of Truth who wou ld turn the Tide of Terror must tap dance
in a tutu on Tuesday."
He looked at Wu Doggie and shook his head , "You're not the
Ri ve rdance type, are you? Eve r told anyone, 'Clog yours !'?"
Wu Doggie looked mystified .
"I didn't think so .. .. "
"He's a bit short for a Titan. " added Cyreenik.
Alstor scanned down the page furth er.
"Try this : 'Our rogue rebel will rebel against rotten cotton rags and be
richl y rewarded with round , red rubies ."'
"Huh? " said Wu Doggie .
"Not obscure enough." sighed Alstor, and he scanned down the page
further.
"Clark the Clerk clu cked as he watc hed the clock click. " mumbled
Alstor.
"What? "
"Sorry ... A tongue twister. Whenever I get into this book I always start
thinking of tongue twisters ."
"You will never find hi s prophecy that way!" a deep-throated , matronly
vo ice said from behind them.
Alstor and Cyreenik turned and gasped , "The Prophetess I "
A dignified elderl y wo man in a shimmering white dress was looking at
them from the doorway to one of the temple 's darkened niches. "Yes ,
I'm here for a littl e prophet making."
She strode up to the book and quickly leafed thro ugh half a dozen
pages . She wou ld leaf, look at a page , look up at Wu Dogg ie and
shake her head , and leaf through some more pages. A few tries at
this, and she slammed the book closed in frustration . Dust flew
everywhere and all four were coughing up a storm. As they recovered,
The Prophetess looked at the cover. "Oh , this is last millennium's
edition . No wonder! I'll be back in a moment. "
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She took the book from the pedestal and wa lked into another dark
niche. There were sounds of things being moved around, and then
she came out with a shiny new book, placed it on the pedestal , and
got out a "dust shaker " wh ich she applied liberally to the book. "Must
keep up appearances, you know."
This time , the first time she opened it she said , "Ahh .. "
Wu Doggie, Cyreenik and Alstor all leaned forward, "Yes ... ?"
"The nearly novice nove ler will now have his neat story nixed.

-- The End --
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Beyond the Binary
Sara Germain

Permission to Create
The magistrate's gaze slid down her nose to my Parental Applications,
which I had meticulously stacked in a pristine heap . Skewing the
symmetry as she rifled through my organized history, Mag21 O lifted an
eyebrow and finally raised her eyes to mine.
"I'm rather impressed with your uncanny accomplishments, Corp1705,"
she hesitated.
"The options available to you, as you well know, are nonetheless
limited ." I nodded quickly, trying to dislodge any remnants of
hope I had let myself accumulate. "Being a valued member of
Catholicorp 's staff, however, will at least allow this strange request to
be investigated," She smiled with warm emptiness while motioning
grandiosely to my nametag.
With one languid movement , Mag210 cradled the papers in her arms,
whisked her shawl over her shoulder, and headed for the door. I rushed
to my feet, declining my head in a respectful bow as she rounded the
corner.
I could feel the tingle of happiness lifting the corners of my mouth, only
strings to puppet my dancing heart as images of the future rattled my
mind. I could hear the giggles of a child; feel her curl against me in that
gentle hum of sleepiness. In all these images , the child was always
female : a twirl of dark hair whirring about with excited curiosity. I only
dreamt that she would have her mother's crystal blue eyes; perhaps
after my Miranda's passing , I could still get lost in her breathless clarity
as I watched our daughter grow. Just thinking about her encourages
me to hurry downstairs and share the news.
"Dove! " I called lovingly.
I felt the shuffle of Miranda's slippered feet on the spongy floors ,
rushing to meet my own thumps as I careened down the staircase.
"We have a chancel" She beamed as we collided, knowing precisely
what had occurred by my open posture and crooked grin. "I knew
it was meant to be ... I feel it stronger every day." I nodded in
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agreement, yet wondered if she understood the great depths to which
I empathized . I reached out to tickle her soft abdomen. We sighed in
harmony as I teased her in whispers: the roundness of her belly, the
wobble of her gait, something I could never attain without her.
"Soon," we breathed together. I stole a kiss from Miranda as I latched
my briefcase and slipped out the front door with farewell calls. I
carried her wholesome scent as I followed Mag210's trajectory to the
Arrangement Facilities .
Known only by insiders like myself as Arrafac, this department of
Catholicorp has been around since the company itself. Even before the
twenty-third century Renaissance, when Catholicorp was still known to
the public as "The Catholic Church, " arrangement facilities existed to
organize functional family units . Leading to the Renaissance , however,
these families were proven to be dysfunctional to society and harmful
to the earth. Catholicorp was charged in a global court with nameless
offenses , facing bankruptcy as supporters grew sparse.
The opposing Masonic authority experienced peak profit during
this time , and executed population reduction strategies. Sterilization
chemicals flooded the water systems , and food was allocated only
to those without descendents . Masonic authority became prime ruler
of the pre-Renaissance era, inspiring the "Homosexual Revolution ,"
when heterosexuals officially became minorities . Sirens blaring
"overpopulation , overproduction!" induced crazed frenzies , during
which many of the remaining heterosexuals were killed.
This country of AMO , populated by perhaps one million homosexual
humans, is all we have left. The demand for life is incredibly profitable
to Catholicorp, allowing them to once again steal control from the
hands of the Masons . With the monopolization of creation technology,
Catholicorp has risen to authority in global society. In-vitro fertilization ,
embryonic variance cloning, and chromosomal splicing are now
essential to rebuilding the human species .
I have heard rumors of underground humans breeding with one
another, creating life "the old fashioned way." These claims seem
impossible , however, due not only to the vehement homosexuality of
humans , but primarily to the hawk-eyed enforcement of Catholicorp 's
Cooperation Facilities .
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My focused zoomed from historic daydreaming to the puddle in which
my foot suddenly landed. Cool jets of moisture seeped into my cloth,
and I felt my face crumple. Shaking it off, I hurried through the Arrafac
front door.
I was hit instantly by a sterile, metallic scent dowsed with floral
overtones, so characteristic of the office. The whir of the fans
beneath our feet became constant as our own scents were carried,
categorized, and identified. The synthesis of chemical and hormonal
data attained through olfactory processors in the floorboards was also
created by Catholicorp. The other Corps felt us enter, acknowledging
us in their peripherals while their noses remained buried in work.
All the Corps or employees of Catholicorp are hand-engineered
Al. Our interactions occur on a different frequency than that of
humans ; however some humans like Miranda are able to decipher
our communications. Though the digitalization of the human gene
pool has reached near perfection , Corps can still be identified by the
existence of a microchip rather than gametes. Miranda knows not to
tease me about this fact , as my chemistry is nevertheless inclined to
gametal replicated influence.
There was a quivering , elastic sting on the back of my neck,
pulling my face to the side and allowing me to overhear a distant
conversation . It was a young human male couple, most likely in the
office for Parental Applications or to check up on their embryo.
"How on earth is Miranda with a man?" One of them gaped, horrified
and intrigued all in one tone.
"She always had perfectly acceptable girlfriends ," the other recalled ,
"perhaps she has been traumatized. I'm worried about her,"
"You'd think the Cooperation Facilities would 've already initiated the
treatment, " the larger male moved his hand to his husband's knee , still
unaware I was listening .
"Maybe it 's an experiment! Or, wait, maybe a test? What if she failsl? "
he grabbed the hairy hand on his leg and gripped tight , passionately
concerned for the fate of a mere acquaintance.
I deduced these men had attended school with Miranda, and perhaps
saw us roaming the city together, but a man? I have never been
referred to as such. My constant longing for tiny feet to kick me from
the inside has usually been attributed to womanhood. My love for
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Miranda, my devotion to our future as a family, is direct proof that I am
a woman! I reached up to my ears , feeling the hair barely brushing
my fingertips. Does short hair define a man? Perhaps my stocky,
voluptuous build defined manhood to these males. My voice may be
a deep resonating tune , but manly? I continued down the hallway,
wondering all the wh ile if Miranda saw me as a man too.
Then it struck me. Mag210 had been viewi ng the Arrangement of
our family similar to these males! Her mouth had twitched when she
realized how we wo uld be viewed by the public , I recall it clearly now.
Our plea for a child has been turned from personal to political , all
because of me. Feeling like a human female is not enough . I am a
male-bodied Al , and that fact can neve r change . My chair seemed to
repel me as tears we lled into my eyes , suctioning the life out of my
chest with unimaginable pressure. Jaws clenching, I dug my nails
into my legs and prayed that the pain I felt , emotion to flesh , could be
construed as human .
I snapped to attention as a strain of Mag21 O's scent reached my
nostrils . I had time for two deep breaths before she entered my
chambers . Struck slightly aback by the intensity of my painful
atmosphere, Mag210 summoned regality to straighten her spine.
"Corps , dear, we're not in the Masonic ages anymore ," she flashed a
dry smirk and co ntinued , "It will take more than that microchip to deny
you r request for life and creation ," My flushed embarrassment hid a
flutter of hope in my stomach .
"After watching the interactions between you and your mate the
Committee has awarded you ten Parental credits to be recorded on
your application ," Mag210 eyed me inquisitive ly, and I felt the tears
we lling up again. With only fi ve more credits , data from my microchip
will be translated from digital to cellular, and fertilization of Miranda's
egg will proceed.
"What more must I do?" I almost wailed , fingers stretching in
desperation .
"Time ," she replied wryly. "It will simply take more time ."
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Open Mic Night
Anna Deakins

'

(Muffled) clips of riffs and licks
slip by corners and
drift through legsstaged against a crowd of 3.
Speakers hold to beer
as if a mictwo minutes and forever is your spot tonight.
(Locals Broadway with fewer ovations)
Beatnik Theory drops
like cigarettes
coughing out clouded thoughts ,
subdued by even cloudier hops.
An audience of ethos
which claps
lights another cigarette
and sits back
waiting- more than watching ...
Soft Bitters sweeten the mood ...
Sing little Bluebird ,
your wings need resting.
Perch up-top your headed-mic and
speak your spot:
two minutes tonight.

Drift
Anthony Alzayyat

"I feel the rhythm to my heart pound on the fabric beneath me.
My eyes feel heavy and my mind starts to drift.
As I lye here blank I start to sink ...
Weightless I slip into a dream .
I begin to picture myself somewhere more beautiful.
I am escaping illusions falling through dimensions, shredding through time
of endless imagination of my own intentions.
I'm trapped inside my own world, where time is lost in fragments of theory
intertwined with the echoes of my existence.
The universe is closing in around me and my whole world is lost inside of it."
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